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President’s message

Ensuring our strategies
are timely and relevant
Dear members,

T

“We continue
to exert our
international
influence by
extending our
representation
and involvement.”

he Council held an away day last
month that enabled us to take stock
of our progress towards implementing the Institute’s Sixth Long-Range
Plan. It was a valuable opportunity to gather our
busy Council members over one-and-a-half days
to review and adjust our strategies ahead, making
sure all aspects of our work are in the best interest
of members and the public at large.
We have made steady achievements since the
plan was introduced last year.
Firstly, thanks to the efforts of the Governance
Committee, we have identified ways to enhance
the oversight functions of the monitoring committees on Institute activities and strengthen the communications between these committees and Council.
We are also developing an information technology platform to allow efficient use of skills and
knowledge of our members, volunteers and staff.
This platform is under the wider Member Activity
System, which is being built to enable us to provide
a comprehensive service to members covering their
whole professional cycle, and increase all aspects
of efficiency and membership communication.
In standards, ethics and regulation, one of the
seven pillars of the long-range plan, we have completed the member consultation on audit regulation
reform and received strong support for Council’s
position. With these results, we are engaging with
the government, the Financial Reporting Council
and other stakeholders as we move forward to the
public consultation to be conducted by the government later this year.
We continue to exert our international influence
by extending our representation and involvement.
As Chairman of the Asian-Oceanian StandardSetters Group representing the Institute, I participated in the IASB Accounting Standards Advisory
Forum in London last month. A few days later in
New Delhi, I spoke at the International Forum of
Accounting Standard Setters meeting and the IFRS
Regional Policy Forum. Next month, we will host
an International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants roundtable.

As for our qualification and education initiatives,
we have confirmed the five modules of the new
financial controllership programme, which aims
to provide an in-depth and practical training for
recently appointed financial controllers and those
who are aspiring to the post, so that they can add
value to their employers.
We have conducted a survey of members and
collected some useful data that help us identify areas for deeper research in future. With this data we
hope to better meet your needs and career aspirations to assist with your advancement.
The survey indicated that members want more
online technical resources. In addition to those on
our website, I recommend you to visit the International Federation of Accountants’ new Global
Knowledge Gateway, a hub for accounting news,
views and resources.
We will continue to work closely with Mainland
business leaders and authorities to promote the Institute’s brand and Qualification Programme, with
particular focus on southern China, and to increase
employment opportunities for members, especially
professional accountants in business.
The Institute’s leadership visited Beijing late last
month and met our counterparts there to further
our goals. Taking the opportunity, I conducted an
interview with Xinlicai (New Money), a magazine
overseen by the Ministry of Finance, to talk about
cross-border investment, regulatory issues and other
important topics affecting accountants.
To help business entities, especially those from
the Mainland, look for legitimate and qualified
CPA services provided by our member firms, the
Institute has commissioned two prominent panel
advertisements for our Hong Kong CPA Practice
Directory at the Hung Hom MTR port-of-entry station until May. Major trade fairs are taking place in
Guangzhou and Hong Kong during the period.
Lastly, as with other effective means of communication engaging members, the member forum
series will continue this year, with a renewed focus
on the needs of PAIBs, small and medium practitioners and young members.

Clement Chan
President
April 2014
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Forum looks at Hong Kong
constitutional development

A free forum on 8 April will enable members to
learn more about the Consultation Document
on Methods for Selecting the Chief Executive in
2017 and for Forming the Legislative Council in
2016. The speakers are Raymond Tam, Secretary
for Constitutional and Mainland Affairs and
constitutional development task force member,
and K.C. Chan, Secretary for Financial Services
and the Treasury.

CE heads to New York
for IFAC Council meeting

Institute Chief Executive and Registrar Raphael
Ding attended the International Federation of
Accountants Council meeting in New York recently. The IFAC constitution and bylaws were
passed by an overwhelming majority and the
discussions and external speakers were interesting and productive, according to IFAC President Warren Allen.

Leadership gathers for
Beijing reception

Institute President Clement Chan and other leadership team members hosted a cocktail reception in Beijing on 31 March. Members residing in
or visiting the capital were invited to attend the
event at the Westin Beijing Financial Street.

University in Guangzhou
holds class for members

A two-day class about China’s political and economic affairs will be held on 26-27 April at the
Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou. It is aimed
at younger members of the Institute.

Institute receives award for
more than a decade of caring

The Institute was last month awarded the “10
years+ caring organization” recognition by the
Hong Kong Council of Social Service for its corporate social responsibility initiatives supported
by accountant ambassadors.

Obituaries

The Institute notes with regret the passing of
Luce Boisvert, Pandora Cheung Wong Siu-wei
and Peter Chan Po-fun.
4
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President attends meetings
with global standard setters
IASB, AOSSG events discuss a range of issues
Institute President Clement Chan, as Chair of the Asian-Oceanian StandardSetters Group, along with Liu Guangzhong, Director-General of the Chinese
Accounting Standards Committee; Kevin Stevenson, Chairman of the
Australian Accounting Standards Board; and Ikuo Nishikawa, Chairman of
the Accounting Standards Board of Japan and eight other members of the
International Accounting Standards Board’s Accounting Standards Advisory
Forum, met with representatives of the IASB in London last month.
The 3-4 March meeting discussed strategy and priorities for the
development of the IASB’s revised proposals in relation to insurance contracts
and leases, as well as certain aspects of the conceptual framework discussion
paper.
It also looked at the European Financial Reporting Advisory Group
Bulletin in relation to complexity in financial statements; an Financial
Accounting Standards Board member’s paper on the potential conceptual
framework issues relating to presentation and measurement; and input to the
draft IASB rate-regulation discussion paper.
Chan also attended the 6-7 March International Forum of Accounting
Standard Setters meeting in New Delhi along with standard-setters from
Australia, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Nepal, New Zealand,
Pakistan, Singapore and Syria.
The meeting discussed, among other things, topical issues relating to the
discount rate requirements of IAS 19 Employee Benefits and the equity method
of accounting; and ideas relating to the reporting of cash flow information
and its links to liquidity, and the uses of financial information.
Chan provided an update on the AOSSG activities for the past five months,
including highlights of its annual meeting and the publication of its survey
results on the application of accounting standards to transactions involving
Islamic finance among jurisdictions in the Middle East and North Africa.
On 8-9 March, Chan gave a speech encouraging regional cooperation in
standard setting at the IFRS Regional Policy Forum in New Delhi. The forum’s
theme was “Financial Reporting: New Frontiers.” He also chaired a panel
discussion entitled “Challenges of Evolving Nations in the Convergence/
Adoption of IFRS.”

Members invited to vote for
favourite A Plus cover

The Institute is inviting members to vote for their favourite cover story of
A Plus in 2013. The responses will help the Institute’s Editorial Advisory
Group understand more about members’ interests and plan better issues of
the magazine for the future. Members who make their choice by 11 April are
eligible to win a package of Institute-branded souvenirs, including necklaces
or cufflinks, scarves or briefcases and other premium items worth more than
HK$1,000. Visit the Institute’s website at www.hkicpa.org.hk.
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Expanding current account deficit
sparks concern over U.K. recovery
Statistics agency blames falling income from investments abroad
sounded an alarm. “The
Bank of England and the
government will need to
alter their strategy to avoid
trouble in the longer term,”
he told The Daily Telegraph.
Joe Grice, Chief Economist at the ONS, said the
deficits were being driven
mainly by a fall in income from
investments earned abroad,
rather than deteriorating net
trade position.
The deficit for 2013 as a
whole was £71.1 billion, equivalent to 4.4 percent of the country’s GDP and slightly lower than
the highest deficit of 4.6 percent
of GDP in 1989, the ONS said.
The ONS also revised down
its estimate of growth for 2013
to 1.7 percent, from an initial
estimate of 1.9 percent.
AFP

The United Kingdom’s
current account deficit
was larger than expected
in the final quarter of
2013, according to official
figures last month, prompting some economists to
question the sustainability Trade in the U.K.
of the country’s economic
recovery.
poll predicting a deficit of £14
The current account deficit,
billion in the final quarter.
which occurs when a country’s
“As a proportion of gross
total imports are greater than
domestic product, the current acits total exports, reached £22.4
count positions in Q3 and Q4 last
billion in the fourth quarter,
year represent the largest two
according to the Office for Naquarterly deficits in the history
tional Statistics.
of the U.K.,” Philip Shaw, Chief
This was only slightly lower
Economist at Investec told The
than the all-time record of £22.8 Guardian. “[This] sits uncomfortbillion deficit in the previous
ably with hopes of an external
quarter. However, the figure
rebalancing in the economy.”
was far more than economists
Rob Wood, Chief Economist,
had forecasted, with a Reuters
U.K. at Berenberg Bank, also

BlackBerry posts
narrower losses
in 4th quarter
Canadian smartphone maker
BlackBerry last month recorded
a smaller-than-expected net loss
of US$423 million in the fourth
quarter, compared with a loss of
US$4.4 billion in the previous
quarter.
However, the company reported a net loss of US$5.9 billion
for its latest financial year.
Revenue declined 64 percent
to US$976 million in the fourth
quarter from US$2.7 billion in
the same quarter a year ago, the
company said in a statement.
Chief Executive Officer John
Chen said he was pleased with
the company’s fourth quarter
performance, and that it was on
“a path to returning to growth
and profitability.”
BlackBerry is gradually shifting its focus towards software.

Japan prices rise amid mixed picture over consumer demand
Japan’s core consumer price
index rose by 1.3 percent in
February from a year earlier,
gaining for a ninth straight
month, Ministry of Finance data
revealed last month.
The rise came amid the Bank
of Japan’s programme to revitalize the economy and overcome
more than a decade of deflation.
The core consumer price
index, which includes oil but
excludes volatile fresh food, met
6
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the median estimate in a Reuters
poll, but was still well below
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s
inflation target of 2 percent.
However, separate economic
data indicated that consumer
demand was mixed. Retail sales
rose 3.6 percent year-on-year in
February while Japanese household spending took a surprise
fall of 2.5 percent in the month,
compared to a rise of 1.1 percent
in January.

The figures defied some expectations of consumers rushing
to stock up on goods before the
national sales tax rose on 1 April
to 8 percent from 5 percent.
Abe has argued the tax increase is necessary to cut Japan’s
rising public debt.
A government official said
that the fall in household spending was due in part to harsh
winter weather that hit much of
the country over two weekends

in February.
“The heavy snow had a direct
impact on consumption, and the
fall in spending doesn’t signal
consumer sentiment suddenly
worsened,” he told media last
month.
A separate release revealed
that the unemployment rate fell
to 3.6 percent in February – the
lowest rate in six years – down
from 3.7 percent in the previous
month.

New U.S. rules clarify bitcoin
as property for tax purposes
IRS issues first guidance on controversial virtual currency

AFP

federal income taxes.
Analysts believe that
this decision could result in
the number of transactions
conducted with bitcoins being
reduced.
“People might just be
tempted to hoard rather than
spend, because as soon as they
spend they would be liable to
incur capital gains taxes,” Pamir
Gelenbe, a Venture Partner at
Hummingbird Ventures, which
invests in technology businesses,
told The New York Times.
The notice also discusses the
tax aspects of “mining” bitcoins,
the process of obtaining bitcoins
by solving complex mathematical problems, as well as payment
for wages or for services using a
virtual currency.

AFP

The United States government will treat bitcoins, the volatile digital
currency, as property
rather than as a currency
for tax purposes, the
U.S. Internal Revenue
Service announced last
Bitcoin
ATM
xxxxxxx
month.
“In general, the sale or
the status of legal tender in any
exchange of convertible virtual
jurisdiction.
currency, or the use of convertThe new guidance provides
ible virtual currency to pay for
some certainty for bitcoin invesgoods or services in a real-world tors as the tax rules that apply to
economy transaction, has tax
them were previously unclear.
consequences that may result in
The IRS decision to treat
a tax liability,” the IRS said in a
bitcoins as property means that
notice issued on 26 March.
anyone who buys and holds bitThe government tax agency
coins for a year or more will pay
stated that while the bitcoin
capital gains rates of 15 percent
operates like real currencies in
or 20 percent, as opposed to
some situations, it does not have the top rate of 39.6 percent on

IMF, Ukraine
reach deal
on bailout
The International Monetary
Fund reached an agreement with
Ukraine to provide the country
with between US$14 billion and
US$18 billion in rescue loans to help
prevent a financial collapse.
The deal will unlock additional
aid from other donors to reach a total of US$27 billion, which Ukraine
will receive over the next two years.
The agreement is subject to
approval by the IMF’s management
and executive board, which will
consider it this month.
The agreement is intended to
help Ukraine meet debt payments that have soared this year
after months of antigovernment
protests.
“Ukraine has achieved some stability, but faces difficult challenges,”
the IMF said.

Bank of America to pay billions in fines over false mortgage sales
Bank of America agreed last month
to pay US$9.5 billion in fines to
settle charges that it misled two
United States government-backed
mortgage lenders and fraudulently
misrepresented the quality of
US$57.5 billion worth of residential mortgage-backed securities.
The settlement is said to be the
largest paid to a single regulator
over misleading mortgage sales
carried out during the financial
crisis that began in 2008.
The agreement settles law-

suits filed by the Federal Housing
Finance Agency on behalf of
the Federal National Mortgage
Association, commonly known
as Fannie Mae, and the Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, known as Freddie Mac.
Under the terms of the
settlement, the bank will make
cash payments of about US$6.3
billion to Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac and buy back US$3.2 billion
in mortgage securities, the bank
said in a statement.

The settlement resolves four
lawsuits filed in September 2011
against Bank of America and its
subsidiaries Countrywide and
Merrill Lynch.
At the same time, it was
revealed that the bank’s former
chief executive, Kenneth Lewis,
had agreed to a US$10 million
fine to resolve claims by New York
Attorney General Eric Schneiderman that he misled shareholders
and the government in order to
complete the 2009 purchase of

Merrill Lynch.
Lewis allegedly hid Merrill’s
mounting losses from Bank of
America’s shareholders prior to a
vote on the merger on 5 December 2008, and manipulated the
U.S. government into providing
an extra US$20 billion bailout by
falsely claiming that he would
back out of the merger without
the money, according to Reuters.
Bank of America will pay
US$15 million to resolve its portion of the New York suit.
April 2014
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IFRS Foundation publishes
XBRL standards translation

The IFRS Foundation last month announced it
had published IFRS Taxonomy 2014, a translation of International Financial Reporting Standards into eXtensible Business Reporting Language, known as XBRL. IFRS Taxonomy 2014
is consistent with IFRS at 1 January, including
standards published but not yet effective from
that date.

EU set to impose rules on
non-financial information

Under a draft directive agreed last month,
6,000 large companies within the European
Union will be required disclose non-financial
information in their annual reports. Public interest organizations will be required to include a
statement about environmental, social, labour,
human rights and anti-corruption issues and
board diversity.

Irish body in call to protect
corporate whistle-blowers

Accountants who act as whistle-blowers in cases
of corporate malfeasance should be given protections, Chartered Accountants Ireland President
Brendan Lenihan urged last month. He told the
Irish Independent that the Protected Disclosures
Bill, draft whistle-blower legislation, should contain provisions for accountants.

PwC buys law firm focusing
on U.S. immigration issues

PricewaterhouseCoopers last month acquired a
Canadian law firm that specializes in immigration to the United States, The Lawyer reported.
Bomza Law Group will be renamed PricewaterhouseCoopers Immigration Law and run as an
affiliation with PwC’s accounting business.

Kenya appoints committee
to reform public accounts

The government of Kenya last month appointed
a nine-member Public Sector Accounting Standards Board to develop accounting frameworks
for the country’s national and 47 county governments. It comes after a damning report in February by Auditor-General Edward Ouko that detailed alleged misuse of central funds by Kenya’s
local governments.
8
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Former heads of defunct law
firm charged with fraud
Prosecutors allege “fake income” at Dewey & LeBoeuf
Three former senior executives of what was once one of the world’s largest law
firms have been charged with falsifying accounts and lying to banks about the
financial health of their now-defunct firm, Dewey & LeBoeuf.
Prosecutors in New York last month charged the firm’s former chairman
Steven Davis, executive director Stephen DiCarmine and chief financial officer Joel Sanders with grand larceny, scheming to defraud, falsifying business
records and conspiracy.
Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance said the three men talked openly
in emails about “fake income,” and “accounting tricks” and their ability to fool
the firm’s auditor from EY, The New York Times reported. Prosecutors say the
executives lied to banks in order to issue corporate bonds.
“The defendants are accused of concocting and overseeing a massive effort
to cook the books at Dewey & LeBoeuf,” CNN quoted Vance as saying. “Their
wrongdoing contributed to the collapse of a prestigious international law firm,
which forced thousands of people out of jobs and left creditors holding the bag
on hundreds of millions of dollars owed to them.”
Dewey & LeBoeuf was created in 2007 after the merger of law firms Dewey
Ballantine and LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & Macrae. The firm collapsed in bankruptcy in 2012 after its revenue slumped significantly during the financial crisis
that began in 2008.
At its height, Dewey & LeBoeuf employed 3,000 people worldwide, including 1,300 lawyers in New York and offices in Hong Kong and Beijing.

U.K. lacks sufficient numbers
of accountants, says recruiter
The United Kingdom will need a further 80,000 accountants by 2050 to meet
demand for qualified finance professionals across the country, a specialist
recruiter said last month.
Randstad Financial and Professional told Accountancy Age that the present
number of accountants – about 76,000 – is more than 20,000 short of the
required number to maintain adequate service levels.
It was hoped that 2013 would see 101,000 accountants practising if the
target of 156,000 qualified accountants by 2050 is to be met.
Accountant numbers in the U.K. have declined 19 percent since a 2008
peak of 94,000, the company added.
Randstad reportly said the sector will find it increasingly difficult to meet
long-term demand following changes to visa rules restricting the sector’s
available pool of skilled talent.
“The U.K. has shut the door on the skillsets that the financial and professional services sectors need and a key part of people’s professional fulfilment –
the opportunity to work abroad is starting to become a thing of the past,” Tara
Ricks, Managing Director of Randstad, told Accountancy Age.

NEWS
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Zhejiang real estate developer
defaults, sparking wider worry
Xingrun owner, son, detained over debts of US$600 million
Mainland development
sector.
“We believe that a sharp
property market correction could lead to a systemic crisis in China, and is the
biggest risk China faces in
2014,” Zhang Zhiwei, Chief
Economist, China, with
Nomura, the Japanese
investment bank, told The Daily
Telegraph in London. “As far as we
know, this is the largest property
developer in recent years at risk of
bankruptcy.”
A recent study by the International Monetary Fund noted that
China’s ratio of residential investment to gross domestic product
reached 9.5 percent in 2012,
higher than the peaks in Japan
and Korea, and much higher than
in the United States during the
subprime mortgage bubble.
AFP

A real estate developer in eastern China
defaulted on more than
US$600 million of loans
last month, prompting
concerns that the Mainland property sector is
XXXXXXX
overheated.
Executives at Zhejiang Residential construction in China
Xingrun Real Estate Co.
Zhejiang Xingrun Chairman
have held meetings with city and Shen Caixing and his son, Shen
provincial officials to discuss dis- Mingchong, were detained by
posal of the company’s assets, The local police and charged with
Wall Street Journal reported.
illegal fundraising, the local govHowever, the People’s Daily
ernment announced. The compareported that China’s central
ny’s projects are based largely in
bank denied earlier reports that it Fenghua, a city of 500,000 people
had met company representatives about 35 km southwest of Ningbo
to discuss a possible bailout. The
and 235 km south of Shanghai.
company owes banks 2.4 billion
While the Journal noted that
yuan and a further 1.1 billion
Zhejiang Xingrun is a relatively
yuan to other creditors, according small property developer, analysts
to the Shanghai-based Economic
are concerned that the default is
Daily News.
a sign of broader weakness in the

Homegrown
wealthy set
Forbes record
The annual list of the world’s
richest people published by Forbes,
the New York-based business magazine, last month featured a record
152 billionaires from China, up
from 122 in the previous year.
The wealthiest Mainland
tycoon is Wang Jianlin, with estimated total assets worth US$15.1
billion. Wang owns 75 department
stores, 85 shopping plazas and
51 five-star hotels, the magazine
reported.
There are 45 billionaires from
Hong Kong, topped by Cheung
Kong Holdings Chairman Li Kashing, whose net worth of US$31
billion makes him the world’s 20th
richest man.
Galaxy Entertainment Chairman Lui Che Woo, whose fortune
more than doubled to US$22
billion, jumped to 28th place from
98th a year earlier.

CLP Holdings concerned over performance of Australian assets
Hong Kong-based energy company CLP Holdings last month
expressed concern over the tough
market conditions in Australia,
one of its key markets, after posting weaker-than-expected profit
in 2013.
CLP posted a net profit of
HK$6.06 billion last year, down
27.1 percent from HK$8.31
billion in 2012 and lower than the
HK$8.88 billion average forecast
by Hong Kong-based analysts.
10
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CLP’s Hong Kong net profit
rose 3.8 percent to HK$6.99
billion due to growth in fixed
assets to which its regulated
earnings are linked. Power sales
fell 1.2 percent. A net loss in India
narrowed, the company added.
EnergyAustralia, its local unit,
recorded a net loss of HK$2.46
billion, compared with a profit of
HK$1 billion in 2012. CLP booked
non-cash accounting asset impairment and other charges of

HK$3.11 billion to reflect future
tough operating conditions.
“The disappointing results
from Australia continue to reflect
the unprecedented structural
changes that the Australia energy
market is undergoing,” CLP
Chairman Sir Michael Kadoorie
said in a statement.
The company’s bottom
line was also hit by large asset
impairment charges, analysts
noted, “but profit from its core

operations is largely in line with
expectations,” Gary Chiu, Director and Head of Utilities and Renewables Research at Macquarie
Securities, told the South China
Morning Post.
Power demand in Australia
has fallen 6 percent since 2007,
due to a rise in subsidized solar
energy installations and an industrial slowdown caused by the
overvalued Australian dollar, The
Age reported in Melbourne.

Non-performing loan levels rise
sharply for five biggest lenders
Spike in write-downs is latest sign of economic downturn
write-downs to keep their
non-performing loan ratios
artificially low. “Some banks
fear that if the NPL ratio is
undesirably high, there may
be some negative publicity,”
Liao told CNBC.
The write-offs have also
prompted expectations that
Beijing will implement further
measures to shore up the economy.
Reuters reported that bankers
have warned that NPLs are likely
to rise this year due to a slowing
economy, rising interest rates
and a focus by policymakers on
reducing new credit growth.
In January, the Ministry of
Finance issued revised rules to
make it easier for banks to write
off small loans in the latest effort
to help lenders deal with an
expected rise in bad loans as the
economy slows.

AFP
AFP

China’s five largest
banks – the Industrial
and Commercial Bank of
China, China Construction Bank, Bank of China,
Agricultural Bank of
China and Bank of Communications – last month
XXXXXX
ICBC
collectively removed 59
net assets for the first time on 12
billion yuan from their books in
March, while CCB, ABC and Bank
debts that could not be collected
of China also suffered steep falls
in 2013.
That represents a 127 percent in valuation.
The spike in write-offs is the
increase in loan write-downs
most recent evidence of China’s
over the previous year.
The write-downs came weeks current turbulent financial
after media reported that China’s system, the Financial Times
reported. Liao Qiang, China
four biggest lenders had sank to
the lowest valuations on record in Banks Analyst with rating agency
Standard & Poor’s, said lenders
Hong Kong trading as the banks
appeared to have adequate provilost US$70 billion worth of value
sions for a downturn.
this year.
However, Liao expressed
The market value of ICBC, the
nation’s largest lender, fell below concern that banks were using

Huawei grows
to become
third-biggest
Huawei, the telecoms equipment
maker, last month reported profit
growth of more than 34 percent
in annual profits, making the
company the world’s third-largest
smartphone manufacturer.
Revenue hit a record 239
billion yuan in 2013, pushing net
profit up 34.4 percent to 21 billion
yuan – its highest profit growth in
four years – compared with 15.6
billion yuan the year before.
Huawei said the growth
was due to strong demand from
China, which accounted for
one-third of the company’s total
revenue, as the country expands
its 4G mobile network.
“Thanks to the favourable
global macroeconomic and
industry environment... Huawei
basically achieved our business
targets for 2013,” Chief Executive
Eric Xu said in a statement.

Alibaba Group invests HK$5.6 billion in department store operator
China’s Alibaba Group Holding
agreed last month to invest
HK$5.6 billion in Intime Retail
Group, a Chinese department
store operator, signifying the
latest of many investments the
e-commerce giant has made in
the past year.
It also agreed to acquire
US$478 million of convertible
bonds, which would give Alibaba
a 26.1 percent stake in the department store operator.

Intime will issue 220.54
million shares at HK$7.5335
each and HK$3.71 billion worth
of convertible bonds to a unit of
Alibaba, the department store
operator said in a filing to the
Hong Kong stock exchange.
As part of the investment, Alibaba and Intime will form a joint
venture to develop online-tooffline business in shopping
malls, department stores and
supermarkets across China.

The deal will help Alibaba
grow its presence at Intime’s
department stores through initiatives such as allowing shoppers to
pay for items with smartphones,
The Wall Street Journal reported.
“We see significant opportunities to extend our e-commerce
platform to physical retail,”
Alibaba’s Chief Operating Officer
Daniel Zhang said in a statement.
In recent months Alibaba has
spent more than US$2.7 billion to

expand into media, chat services
and mapping technology, in a bid
to strengthen its offerings ahead
of a planned initial public offering
debut in the United States.
The IPO, which is set to take
place this year, is expected to be
the biggest-ever technology listing, surpassing Facebook’s US$16
billion listing in 2012.
Earlier this month, it invested
US$215 million in mobile messaging service Tango.
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Mainland is now No. 2 online
retail market: postal bureau

China’s online retail electronic commerce transactions exceeded 1.85 trillion yuan in 2013, making it the largest such market in the world after the
United States, People’s Daily reported last month.
Liu Liangyi, Deputy Director of the Market Supervision Division of the State Post and Telecommunication Bureau, said 60 percent of its 9.2 billion
deliveries were from online shopping.

Firms seek new revenue
in wake of amended law

China’s amended Company Law will mean that an
accountant is no longer required to verify capital
contributions to entities, a major source of income
to smaller practices. Jiao Chunhe, owner of a small
Beijing CPA firm, told the Economic Observer
that business would be hurt, and that his firm has
expanded its auditing and public procurement
services to compensate for projected losses.

Charity faces audit after
claims of embezzlement

A Beijing children’s charity cofounded by
Hong Kong actress-singer Faye Wong is being
audited to address accusations of embezzlement involving tens of millions of yuan in
donated money. The Smile Angel Foundation
told Xinhua that an unidentified third-party
auditor was hired by the SAF’s supervisor, the
Chinese Red Cross Foundation, to investigate.

Budgets underestimating
profits tax income: report

Hong Kong annual budgets have underestimated forecasts of profits tax income over the
past four fiscal years, according to research by
the South China Morning Post, published last
month. Profits tax income has risen 64 percent between 2009-10 to 2012-13.

Bond repayments double
over year-earlier quarter

Local governments face bond repayment bills
of about 27.5 billion yuan per month during the
three months ending 30 April, more than double the 13 billion yuan amount due monthly in
the year-earlier period, according to data from
China Chengxin International Credit Rating Co.
12
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Deficit to grow 12.5 percent
in bid to maintain stimulus
Local governments’ finance options to widen
China last month unveiled plans for a larger budget deficit in 2014 as it tries to
improve social services, combat environmental degradation and build up its
military forces.
Spending would rise 9.5 percent this year to 15.30 trillion yuan, while
revenue will increase 8 percent to 13.95 trillion yuan, according to the budget
plan. The budget called for a 9.8 percent rise in social-welfare and employment spending amid economic growth of 7.5 percent this year.
The budget deficit is expected to rise 12.5 percent to 1.35 trillion yuan as
the government spends to overhaul the economy and deal with the effect of
slower growth. The Ministry of Finance said the shortfall would remain at
about 2.1 percent of the nation’s inflation-adjusted gross domestic product.
“We will take an active fiscal policy, appropriately expand the deficit and
maintain a certain level of stimulus for the economy,” the ministry said in
its report on the budget at the opening of the annual session of the National
People’s Congress on 5 March.
“The widening of the budget deficit is partly due to the financial pressure
on local governments,” HSBC Economist Ma Xiaoping told Bloomberg. “This
year the central government will help local governments expand their financing channels,” she said.
The National Audit Office said late last year that debt and guarantees issued by local governments had surged 67 percent to 17.9 trillion yuan as of the
end of June 2013, compared with the last tally of local debt at the end of 2010,
when it amounted to 10.7 trillion yuan.

Offshoring work to China hits
graduates from Australia
Automation and offshoring would reduce demand for junior accounting jobs
by 10 to 15 percent in Australia and other Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development member economies, the club of the richest nations,
according to a recent study by Grant Thornton in the United States.
The offshoring of work to China by accounting firms in Australia is a factor
reducing the need for homegrown graduates, an academic said last month.
Lynnaire Sheridan, Senior Lecturer in the Faculty of Business at the
University of Wollongong, said it has become increasingly difficult to place
accounting graduates, even for short, unpaid work experience assignments.
“In auditing, the larger companies are no longer going to recruit graduates because they can outsource the work to China,” Sheridan, who is also
coordinator of the university’s accounting internship programme, told the
Australian Financial Review.
Other factors lessening demand for new accountants include increasing
automation and lower business confidence about the Australian economy,
Sheridan added.

Insolvency
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Hong Kong last month hosted
the annual conference of
INSOL, the international
insolvency and restructuring
professional group. Its
President, James H.M.
Sprayregen, talked to George
W. Russell about worldwide
legislative trends, the
dominance of United States law
and the group’s international
expansion plans

DEBT
WITH
DIGNITY
Photography by Samantha Sin

J

ames H.M. Sprayregen, the veteran Chicago bankruptcy lawyer who assumed the
presidency of INSOL
International, the federation of national associations of professionals who specialize
in insolvency, is under no illusions about
where the future of his organization lies.
On a visit to Hong Kong last month for
the organization’s annual conference, he
noted that the INSOL website was recently
translated into Chinese. In November 2013,
the organization appointed its first Chinese
board member, Li Shuguang, a professor at
the China University of Politics and Law.
“We’ve long been perceived as Western
and English-speaking but we do consider
ourselves as a worldwide organization,”
Sprayregen says of the 32-year-old group
that brings together associations of accoun-

tants, lawyers and other professionals from
more than 40 jurisdictions, including the
Hong Kong Institute of CPAs.
Sprayregen cites INSOL’s extensive China
programme, a current focus on Brazil and
engagements in Asia-Pacific, Africa and Latin
America as evidence of its determined internationalization. “We work in emerging markets with regulators and governments, often
in conjunction with partners [such] as the
World Bank,” he says.
Another key partner is the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law. UNCITRAL, as it is known, created the model
insolvency law that INSOL has been trying to
propagate worldwide, with limited success.

“It has only been enacted, after 20 years, in
19 countries – kind of a failure,” he acknowledges. “One of the INSOL projects is to get it
enacted in more places.”
INSOL would like the model law to be adopted as it is, but Sprayregen notes pragmatically that there is no one-size-fits-all insolvency regime. “You can’t have the same law
everywhere,” he says. “Even if you do, you can
have different results based on social, political and cultural aspects.”
The provisions recently written into law
under China’s Enterprise Bankruptcy Law
impress Sprayregen. “I do think it’s kind of
pro-recovery, designed to save the most jobs
and collect the most money for the creditors.”

“We’ve long been perceived as Western
and English-speaking but we do consider
ourselves as a worldwide organization.”
April 2014
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However, bankruptcy has a long way to
go in China in terms of social acceptance.
There were about 1,300 corporate bankruptcies in China during 2012, compared
with 42,000 in the United States, according
to China’s Ministry of Law and the U.S. Department of Justice. “We have all this bankruptcy in the U.S. and China has less,” says
Sprayregen, “but do you really think there’s
less business failure in China? Of course not.”
More than 1.1 million individual Americans went broke in 2012, while China has
no legal provision for personal bankruptcy.
“In the U.S., we have a fresh start concept
and you are given the opportunity to fail and
a greater opportunity to succeed. Failure
should not scar you for life.”

American power
As one of the best-known bankruptcy lawyers
in the world’s biggest insolvency jurisdiction
– he is a partner with the 105-year-old international law firm Kirkland & Ellis and serves
on its worldwide management committee –
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“In the U.S., we have a fresh start concept
and you are given the opportunity to fail and
a greater opportunity to succeed. Failure
should not scar you for life.”
Sprayregen could be expected to hold U.S. law
in an especially favourable light.
However, he says he is conscious of the
Bankruptcy Code’s shortcomings. One of
the biggest problems with the U.S. legislation is its politicization, he notes. “Since
1978, the code has been amended about 200
times,” he says. “Almost every time it’s been
changed was because of a case outcome that
someone didn’t like and went to Congress to
lobby for change.”
A lot of those amendments have been destructive, he adds. “The one thing we don’t
have a lobby group for in Washington is
debtors. It’s always creditors with a financial
interest that lobby, whether it’s landlords or
fishermen or financial industry creditors.”

The constant tinkering has prompted a
movement – the American Bankruptcy Institute Reform Commission – to revise the
code. “I happen to be a member of the committee,” says Sprayregen. “There’s 15 of
us and our charge is to come up with a recommendation to Congress. We decided to –
Congress didn’t ask us.”
Sprayregen acknowledges that the U.S.
legal community is aggressively extra-territorial. “We do have a particular arrogance of
U.S. law,” he says, citing the automatic stay,
an injunction that halts actions by creditors,
with certain exceptions, to collect from a
debtor who has declared bankruptcy under
section 362 of the U.S. code.
“The stay not only purports to apply

worldwide, but also intergalactically. That’s
only half a joke,” he adds. “We had some satellite companies that went into bankruptcy
and the automatic stay applied to seizure of
the satellites.”
One aspect of Chapter 11 of the U.S. code
that Sprayregen would like to see changed
is the requirement that bondholders must
unanimously agree to a restructuring. “Under English law, there is basically a collective action clause. There can be a 75 percent
vote to agree to a debt restructuring that is
legally binding, which we don’t have under
our high-yield bond indentures.

GOING BROKE: HOW
GLOBAL ATTITUDES
ARE CHANGING

“The only way to deal with a problem
under high-yield bond indentures is either
unanimity or taking it through bankruptcy,
which is incredibly inefficient,” he says. “It’s
under the Trust Indenture Act of 1938 and
it hasn’t been amended since then. It’s fabulous for professionals but in my mind makes
no sense. That would be the biggest thing I
would fix in the U.S. system.”

Chapter and verse
By and large, however, Sprayregen is a supporter of the U.S. code, especially Chapter
11, which offers a troubled company pro-

Unternehmen – to convert debt to equity,
which opens the door for new investors, such
as distressed debt funds and private equity,
to invest in a troubled company. Berlin also
Insolvency regimes around the world have
introduced a debtor-in-possession basis:
long been thought of as either creditor-friendly Management ceded control to an administraor debtor-friendly. Today, there are much
tor under the old code.
more nuanced approaches that are perThe common theme of the recent legisceived by INSOL as neither.
lation in Europe and elsewhere, including
“I’m pro-certainty, pro-efficiency and
South Africa and Korea, is efficiency. “You
pro-recovery,” says INSOL President James
see a trend towards more rescue than liquiH.M. Sprayregen, who visited Hong Kong last dation with the theory that that will end up in
month for the organization’s annual confera greater recovery ultimately to creditors and
ence. “And I think I would also characterize
more preservation of jobs,” says Sprayregen.
INSOL as that.”
Some Asia-Pacific jurisdictions hope to poLast month, Spain overhauled bankruptcy sition themselves as insolvency forums in the
rules to make it easier for troubled compamould of Delaware and England and Wales.
nies to avoid liquidation. Real Ley-Decreto
Singapore is consolidating its individual and
4/2014, effective from 10 March, reduces the corporate bankruptcy legislation to present
majority needed for creditor agreements to
itself as a regional hub. “Singapore’s insolvency
be approved and facilitates write-offs, matu- regime has not yet been fully developed to
rity extensions and debt-for-equity swaps.
deal with cross-border insolvencies,” the
France plans to make it simpler for
city-state’s Insolvency Law Review Commitcompanies to negotiate with lenders using a tee noted recently in its recommendations.
court-appointed mediator. Earlier this year,
Other countries struggle to modernize
the National Assembly amended the Loi de
their codes. The United Arab Emirates, for
Sauvegarde des Entreprises 2005 to create a example, is still mulling a long-awaited
fast-track procedure for debt restructurings
insolvency law. Its new federal law, expected
for companies that were going concerns but this year, might contain features common in
needed to reduce debt.
other international jurisdictions, such as a
In 2012, Germany eliminated the barmoratorium on creditor claims.
riers under its insolvency law – Gesetz zur
In 2009, one of the UAE’s constituent
weiteren Erleichterung der Sanierung von
emirates, Dubai, performed an emergency

tection from creditors for a limited period
to give it a chance to reorganize. “Chapter
11 works pretty well,” he says, acknowledging that “it’s got warts, and it works better
in the bigger cases.”
He rejects criticism that there are too many
liquidations in the U.S. “Liquidation means,
for the most part, that we sell the assets to
someone who is going to operate them,” he
points out. “Especially when you get into the
mid-size and above deals, very few assets go
out of business or are sold for scrap.”
Many bankruptcy professionals criticize
insolvent companies who undertake forum

upgrade of its bankruptcy law after a stateowned conglomerate defaulted on US$24
billion of debt, illustrating Sprayregen’s
observation that crises tend to spur innovation in insolvency. “They wrote a brand new
insolvency code – Decree 57 – between Friday
afternoon and Sunday morning,” he says
with admiration.
Decree 57 established a tribunal to
handle creditor claims solely against the
Dubai World group of companies. Unusually
by global insolvency regime standards, the
tribunal’s decisions are final and there is no
recourse to appeal. One of the motives for
that was to avoid drawn-out appeals involving recalcitrant bondholders as characterized
by the United States system.
“The absence of an appellate mechanism is a critical element of why the regime
works,” says Christian Adams, a Dubaibased Associate with the Latham & Watkins
law firm, which helped draft Decree 57. “It
doesn’t allow individual creditors to extract
holdout value when the company can otherwise restructure.”
Sprayregen says Decree 57 illustrates the
heterogeneity of insolvency regimes around
the world. “We don’t necessarily talk about
‘best practice,’ you might say more ‘best fit,’”
he says. “We want to be educating people as
to what the alternatives are and how things
work in other places and what’s been good
and bad in those places.”
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shopping in the hope of cutting the best deal
with creditors. One recent defaulter, the Taipei-headquartered shipping company TMT
Group, last year won the right to a bankruptcy hearing in Texas rather than Taiwan
based, at least in part, on assets composed of
an advance to the law firm that took its case
and a US$30,000 contract signed days before the company entered Chapter 11.
However, Sprayregen counters that part
of the lure of the U.S. system is its consistency
of application. “The world is attracted to
the places that are most efficient and can
get the most recovery.” He rejects claims
that Delaware, one of the world’s favourite
venues for bankruptcy cases, bases its ap-

peal on debtor friendliness. “In a lot of our
cases, the lenders are the ones who want
Delaware because of the certainty and the
repetitiveness of cases. You kind of know
what’s going to happen.”
The U.S. code’s resilience, he adds, is
shown by its replication – at least in part – by
many other jurisdictions. “I do think you’ve
seen most countries take an amalgam of
some sort of U.S. stuff and some kind of U.K.
stuff,” he says. “The law enacted over the past
six or seven years that’s closest to Chapter 11
is China’s, interestingly enough,” he says.
Sprayregen believes an insolvency system gains more from a highly skilled professional class than perfect legislation. “It’s

FACULTY HELPS ON
BOTH SIDES OF THE
BOUNDARY

always seeks to engage its members in
respect of such issues and regularly makes
submissions to relevant government
departments,” Arboit says.
Given the often cross-border nature of
insolvency, the faculty seeks to foster cooperation with Mainland stakeholders.”
For example, in June 2013, a delegation of
16 members visited the Shenzhen Intermediate People’s Court and held a roundtable
discussion with Mainland judges, lawyers
and insolvency practitioners to discuss
cross-border issues and recent court cases.
Institute members expect ties to grow
stronger as China’s system continues to
modernize. “[In China,] we are witnessing
the growing pains of a brand new insolvency
system,” says Eddie Middleton, Head of
Restructuring at KPMG China in Hong Kong
and a faculty member who is the Institute’s
nominee on the INSOL board.
“We’ve had the first domestic bond
default, and we’ve real estate companies
going bust and trust companies going
bust,” Middleton observes. “The extent to
which the insolvency process is going to be
used, or allowed to be used, is something
we’ll all follow with heightened interest.”
Insolvency cases have become more

As Hong Kong grapples with framing new legislation to cover corporate restructuring and
insolvency, the Hong Kong Institute of CPAs
has been the scene of expert discussions,
training and networking in the fields for more
than 25 years.
The Institute’s Restructuring and Insolvency Faculty was established in 2008,
succeeding the Insolvency Interest Group,
which had been set up in 1987. The faculty
runs regular seminars on topical issues,
such as recent legal cases.
“In a nutshell, it provides a forum for the
promotion of the interests of those professionals practising in the field,” says faculty
executive committee Chairman Bruno Arboit,
Managing Director of Arboit Consulting and
an Institute member. “It helps in promoting
best practice and speaks on behalf of the profession in making submissions on proposed
legislative changes or other matters that may
have an impact.”
The ongoing debates over the revisions
to Hong Kong’s insolvency law have been
a frequent topic of interest. “The faculty
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not just the law. You need a trained judiciary
and a trained professional class to make the
thing work. That’s what you have in Hong
Kong – a well-developed professional system and the rule of law.”
Comprehensive insolvency systems,
he adds, can function without recourse to
the judicial process. “In the U.S., a huge of
number of restructurings are done outside
the court system, but are done as if you had
used the courts.”

A world of ideas
Halfway into his two-year term as President, Sprayregen acknowledges there is
still much to do with INSOL’s global agenda.

common in the Mainland with the enactment of the current Enterprise Bankruptcy
Law in 2006. Bankruptcies in China rose
to 2,100 in 2012 from 1,300 the previous
year, according to data from Beijing Siyuan
Consultancy. “The development of the
law and practice has been phenomenal,
as much effort has been put in to promote
such development,” says Alan Tang,
Head of Specialist Advisory Services at
ShineWing (HK) CPA, who teaches courses
for the Institute’s Professional Diploma in
Insolvency.
Tang believes there are good prospects
for commercial development in restructuring. “Specialized bankruptcy courts have
been developed in many major cities and
the Supreme People’s Court promotes
and organizes many training sessions for
judges,” he points out.
The main outstanding issues include the
general lack of transparency and consistency
of the judicial system. “A practical conflict
is the rights and obligations of judgment
creditors who have seized assets of an insolvent enterprise in the creditors’ location,”
says Tang. “These creditors and local courts
will not easily release assets for the general
benefit of all creditors elsewhere.”

“The velocity of cases
and money flows
and technology
has impacted
on restructuring
tremendously.”

“The world is globalizing and obviously
large companies for years have operated on
a multinational basis,” he says. “But even
mid-sized and small companies these days
either operate multinationally or their suppliers or creditors or both are multinational.
Very few companies are purely domestic.”
In addition to a broader reach, Sprayregen hopes INSOL could attract a wider
cross-section of the international business
community beyond its current composition of largely accountants and lawyers.
“We are trying to get more lenders involved in INSOL, as well as more hedge
funds,” he says. “It would make for a more
robust organization if we could get more
financial institutions involved.” A lenders
group was formed a decade ago but petered out after 2008 when the financial
crisis hit and institutions stopped paying

for their delegates to attend INSOL events.
Sprayregen says INSOL will continue to
develop its formal agenda of panels, seminars and education. However, he adds,
the informal interaction and networking is
as important, or sometimes even more, to
promote what he calls intellectual curiosity and idea generation on the way various
systems work around the world and different ways they can be improved.
The INSOL President sees a unique role
for cosmopolitan international financial
centres such as Hong Kong. “Coming from
the U.S., where we have a fair amount of
xenophobia and inward-looking attitudes,
including among many professionals, I
think there’s a huge role for Hong Kong.”
Professionals in Hong Kong, he adds,
are more likely to recognize the value of
other insolvency regimes worldwide. “Be-

cause of where it sits and the nature of its
population, it has a more worldly and global
outlook and more openness to other people’s systems and how those work.”
INSOL’s future success, Sprayregen
concludes, will depend on the willingness
and ability of accountants and lawyers to
work together. “Accountants need to be
able to understand the rudimentaries of
the legal system, while lawyers have to better understand balance sheets and income
statements.”
Technology, he adds, has increased the
speed at which professionals work. “The velocity of cases and money flows and technology has impacted on restructuring tremendously.” However, misjudgment and greed
are no different from when he started in
bankruptcy law more than 30 years ago. “In
insolvency, basically there’s nothing new.”
April 2014
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Success ingredient

Patrick Kwok,
Head of Operations,
Coffee Concepts (Hong Kong) Limited

ICON
CUP
IN A

Starbucks, one of the world’s most famous
brands, has been in Hong Kong since 2000.
George W. Russell asks Institute member
Patrick Kwok, Head of Operations at Coffee
Concepts, which operates the 137 Starbucks
outlets, about the state of the business and the
future of the city’s complex coffee culture
Photography by Kees Metselaar
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t is nearly 11 o’clock on a
Monday morning – a long
time past breakfast and well
before lunch – and the Starbucks on the second floor of
Alexandra House, part of the
huge Landmark office and
retail complex in Central, is jammed with
customers.
The line for the outlet’s sandwiches, pastries and a wide range of coffee beverages includes young office workers, kissing couples,
Mandarin-speaking groups and expatriate
businessmen in suits. Patrick Kwok waves an
approving arm over the scene.
“You see, we’ve created a third place,
between work and home, full of genuine
human connections,” says Kwok, Head of
Operations at Coffee Concepts (Hong Kong)
– which operates the city’s 137 Starbucks
outlets – and a Hong Kong Institute of CPAs
member, says with enthusiasm.
To be sure, there are a lot of candidates
vying to be that third place in Hong Kong,
from similarly large chains, notably the
global McCafé and regional Pacific Coffee
Co. as well as medium-sized homegrown
networks such as Caffè Habitu, Holly Brown
and Uncle Russ, to foreign franchises such as
Italy’s Segafredo and Japan’s UCC, and myriad sole operators.
That adds up to a lot of beans being delivered to Hong Kong: around 1.4 million bags
of coffee were imported to China, including
Hong Kong, in 2012, according to statistics
released by the London-based International
Coffee Organization. Indeed, coffee consumption in the city, though still low by global
standards, has soared in the past two decades.
(See Hot beverage with a history on page 24.)
He also believes that there’s plenty of potential in the market, given that large areas of
Hong Kong remain seriously under-caffeinated. “Coffee culture is spreading to Kowloon
and the New Territories. People may work on
Hong Kong Island but live in the New Territories – they want to enjoy coffee as well.
There’s a huge growth potential.”
Kwok believes that Starbucks, with its
first-mover advantages, brand power and
deep pockets, can maintain its status as the
largest group in Hong Kong. “We have more
22
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than 19,000 stores around the world in 62
countries,” he points out. “So I think we
are the leaders here first of all at the ‘top of
mind,’ and we’re providing a world-class
experience, based on more than 40 years
of buying, processing and roasting beans.”

New directions
Kwok knows the fast food culture. He
spent 20 years with McDonald’s, joining
as an assistant accountant. As a young
CPA with an interest in information technology, Kwok saw McDonald’s Hong Kong
finance operations as ripe for innovation.
“I spent a lot of time doing accounting
systems process reengineering,” he recalls. “I simplified time-consuming functions to give the staff more time to prepare
management reports and sped up their delivery.” Quicker reports meant faster management decision-making, he adds.
Then Kwok turned his attention to
streamlining system development in the
company’s various departments, such as
marketing, development, operations and
human resources. “Finally, I became director of accounting and finance.”
In 2010, Kwok changed gears. With his
increasing knowledge of the business, he
was given a role in business management
and operations, as head of brand extension
for three specialty units: McCafé, McDelivery and McDonald’s Dessert Center.
He recalls McCafé was looking for
ways to kickstart growth of its business
and enhance the perception of its brand.
Kwok, with support of management,
turned around the unit. “I used value coffees and food add-ons to drive transactions and minimize fixed costs,” he says.
“At the same time, I implemented several
cost-saving logistics initiatives, such as
standardizing the recipes for the menu.
“Some of the initiatives required experience in the front line of food-and-beverage retailing. They were ordering whole
cakes, which wasted a lot of food as they
might only sell three or four pieces a day,”
Kwok says. “So I changed the order to a
box of three or four pre-sliced items. That
offered more variety to the customer and
minimized wastage.”

Kwok had followed coffee trends for years
and had been impressed by latte art, the practice of making patterns in the coffee surface
using milk foam. While it had been developed
independently in Europe and the Americas in
the 1980s, latte art came to the fore in the late
1990s with the development of new machinery and techniques such as microfoams.
McCafé became the first of the large
chains to offer latte art. “Since then it has
been a big seller,” he says. It was a perfect
medium for Chinese characters, delivering
messages or summing up ideas with just
a few strokes. The dawn of social media
meant that little advertising was required:
customers took pictures of the latte art and
posted them directly to Facebook and other
social media.

Different tastes
In a city with a rapidly growing and increasingly competitive coffee culture, each brand
needed both mass appeal as well as a niche in
which to declare its uniqueness. For McCafé,
latte art was an example of what Kwok saw as
its differentiation.
Last year, Kwok was lured to Coffee Concepts as Head of Operations. The company,
which operates Starbucks in Hong Kong and
Macau, is part of the Maxim’s Group, which
is itself 50 percent owned by retail giant
Dairy Farm International Holdings and 50
percent by the Wu family, which launched
the familiar Maxim’s range of restaurants
in 1956.
At his new job, differentiation is still the
key. Unlike many chains, Starbucks stores
are not built to the same design. Local architects are encouraged to include their own
features.
The IFC branch, for example, is reminiscent of an office while one in Bonham Road,
Mid-Levels, looks like a European café. Some
have themes: one store in Mong Kok celebrates Hong Kong movies, while a branch
inside the APM mall in Kwun Tong is filled
with art.
It sounds like an expensive way to build
in a high-priced city, but Kwok insists that a
Starbucks shop costs far less than a full-sized
restaurant. “At the same time we are very
smart in managing our decisions on site lo-
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“We’ve created a third
place, between work and
home, full of genuine
human connections.”
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HOT BEVERAGE
WITH A HISTORY
Though never held in the same regard as tea – either by the Chinese majority or the colonial British – coffee has been consumed
in Hong Kong since the 19th century.
The city’s early coffee culture was built around the port, with
ship owners, merchants, mariners and adventurers from the
Mediterranean, Middle East and southern India who preferred
the beverage to its competitors.
Coffee houses as well as distributors and retailers once
sprouted like coffee trees in Central, close to the old waterfront,
with the only reminder today being the Olympia Graeco-Egyptian Coffee Company on Old Bailey Street, descendant of a
Pedder Street shop that started its daily grind in 1927.
The Mainland provided an inadvertent boost as Shanghai’s
cosmopolitan coffee drinkers fled the city for Hong Kong in the
1940s. (Incidentally, coffee has been grown in Yunnan province
since the 1890s. It never really caught on, but Starbucks bought
a plantation there in 2010 and harvested its first crop last year.)
After World War II, Hong Kong’s taste for java waned as the
sweet-toothed population succumbed to the joys of Coca-Cola
and other popular carbonated beverages and cheaper soymilk.
By the 1980s, the offerings were divided between yuanyang,
a local coffee-tea hybrid, watery hotel coffee and the sweet
canned version from Japan. Most of the old cafés disappeared
under the developers’ jackhammers. One of the few quality
holdouts was Martino in Causeway Bay, a coffee pot above its
doorway steaming away into the street during opening hours.
As coffee was disregarded in Asia, its popularity boomed
elsewhere. In North America, Peet’s (which opened in 1966), Seattle’s Best Coffee (1970) and Starbucks (1971) took the beverage
upmarket. The new coffee culture was born.
Starbucks’ early attempts at expansion from its Seattle base
– into California and British Columbia – were not successful but
by the 1990s its green Norse siren logo had become a familiar
fixture around the world.
Today, Hong Kong is coffee-obsessed, and not just with Starbucks. In 2011, coffee imports stood at 15,446 tonnes, up from
just 2,537 tonnes in 1991, according to the Census and Statistics
Department. In 2012, they rose by 18 percent year-on-year to a
record 18,220 tonnes.
According to the London-based International Coffee Organization, Hong Kong drinkers consumed about 2.2 kilograms of
coffee per capita in 2012. (The Mainland figure is just 47 grams.)
It is one of the highest levels in Asia-Pacific after Australia and
New Zealand (and alcohol-free Brunei’s 4 kg per person).
The retail sector is complex. Large chains compete with
smaller rivals, while many coffee stores are individually owned.
Baristas enter – and win – international competitions and individuals are highly sought after as trainers and mentors.
Rather than synthesizing Mediterranean or Japanese influences, Hong Kong coffee culture gives a nod towards Australia:
both Starbucks and Pacific Coffee sell Australian-style food and
new outfits such as Cafeine and The Cupping Room acknowledge Melbourne coffee shops as their major influence.
Industry experts expect consolidation around the larger
and mid-rank chains, given their buying power and the effect of
Hong Kong’s rising rents on individual tenants.
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“People talk about the
coffee origins, they talk
about processing and
blending, and they talk
about roasting, brewing
and food pairing.”

cations,” he says. “We do the projections
and we have internal guidelines on return on investment and profit.”
The company, he adds, enjoys good
relations with most landlords, who
see a Starbucks as an attractive lure to
customers who might patronize other
tenants. The company generally signs
leases for longer terms and is keen to
stay put in a location. “Having the local
coffee house suddenly disappear is not
good,” Kwok points out.
What’s on offer also differs. The
Alexandra House branch has a large
kitchen and a wider selection of food
to offer its busy Central customers. “We
provide the best coffee house food in
Hong Kong,” Kwok claims. “Our ideas
do not come just from our kitchens.”
Kwok describes a recent arduous
working trip by several colleagues to
Australia to taste potential products to
launch in Hong Kong. “It was fun but
tough,” he says. “They went to 50 or 60
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restaurants in four days.”
Australia is a major influence on Hong
Kong coffee culture, Kwok notes. Many Hong
Kong graduates of Australian universities
recall streets packed with coffee houses. The
influence can be seen in Starbucks, which
sells lamingtons, an Australian cake, and
sausage rolls made of ground pork rather
than Chinese-style frankfurter.

Coffee questions
Kwok’s relationship with Australia extends
beyond sausage rolls. He studied accounting at Deakin University in Geelong, about
80 kilometres west of Melbourne. “I love
computers so I did two majors: accounting
and IT,” he recalls.
“I think the Australian education system
is more flexible,” says Kwok. “In Hong Kong,
accounting focuses on accounting, but in
Australia you can select more to study with
it, anything from law to marketing – you can
choose great combinations.”
Although he focuses on operations, Kwok

says he would not have been able to achieve
what he has without his CPA qualification.
“I’m a very imaginative guy,” he says. “Without a strong foundation I’d do some crazy
things. It’s because I have 16 years of accounting knowledge that I think before I do.”
Later, Kwok gained a master’s of business
administration from the University of Adelaide, though the coursework was in Hong
Kong (another advantage, he notes, of the
Australian education system).
“That gave me great insight on how to run
a business and how to be an entrepreneur,”
he says. “It’s not easy for accountants to
look after operations, but my CPA [training]
helped.”
For the future, Kwok believes the coffee
industry can only grow. “The gross domestic
product is growing, retail sales are growing,
and Chinese visitors keep coming,” he observes. “I think the economic picture is positive in Hong Kong.”
As well as volume growth, Kwok sees
Hong Kong’s coffee culture growing more

upscale and sophisticated. “It’s like wine,” he
says. “People talk about the coffee origins,
they talk about processing and blending,
and they talk about roasting, brewing and
food pairing.”
Customers can become more demanding
as their knowledge increases, Kwok notes,
prompting Starbucks to select nearly 100
of its most promising baristas – the sommeliers of the retail coffee trade – for intensive
training.
In addition, Tsim Sha Tsui has been selected as the site of Hong Kong’s first Starbucks “pour over” bar where drinks are made
in front of the customer rather than behind a
counter.
Sustainability and fair trade are not yet
issues among Hong Kong coffee customers.
“Hong Kong people are still learning,” says
Kwok, “and we have a mission to promote
coffee culture and learning. Once people
understand more about coffee, they will ask
more questions about the origins of the coffee
farmers, and how we take care of them.”
April 2014
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China has seen a rapid growth of Internet-based financing
since Alibaba rolled out its Yu’E Bao investment fund last year.
George W. Russell finds out about the digital future of Mainland
lending, the effect on Institute members and how banks are
reacting to a high-tech challenge to their business

N

early a decade
ago, it seemed
that Internet finance – lending
money through
online networks
– would be a logical follow-on from electronic commerce.
Several “peer-to-peer lenders” started up
from Silicon Valley and London with that
expectation.
Within a few years, many of those start-ups
collapsed, such as Loanio, or, like Prosper.com,
had to reboot after falling foul of regulations in the United States. Some, like Zopa
in the United Kingdom, thrived as a go-between, charging small fees for matching individual borrowers and lenders.
Other lenders radically altered their
business models, ran out of money, suffered
high bad-loan rates or breached usury and
tax regulations. To this day, Internet fi-

“The guys
and gals who
are causing
it are the
consumers.”

nance has failed to gain traction in North
America or Europe.
Yet in China, Internet-based financing is
suddenly a huge business. Not through P2P
– that bubble has burst there as well – but
through major Internet companies acting as
de facto financial institutions. Alibaba and
Tencent, for example, have attracted more
than US$90 billion in depositors’ savings.
Experts put the boom down to trust and
technology. In 2005, when Zopa was starting
out, there was unfamiliarity with the storage
of account data and frequent security issues
with Internet commerce in the West. “It was
really tough to work your way through that
stuff back then,” says Egidio Zarrella, Clients
and Innovation Partner at KPMG in Hong
Kong. “People weren’t ready for it.”
The Chinese experience, say experts, has
been less traumatic. Some observers note
that Chinese technology companies have
overtaken banks in terms of consumer confidence. “People in China are used to buying
stuff on the Internet and there is a high degree of trust, whether or not that is warranted,” says Johnson Chng, Managing Partner,
Greater China, at the AT Kearney consulting
firm in Beijing.
Other technological developments have
come into play. Smartphones are fast and

sophisticated, consumers are online and
there are myriad apps to manage complex
financial products. “It’s a perfect storm as
all these factors have happened at once,”
says Zarrella. “The guys and gals who are
causing it are the consumers; they’re used
to these devices and banking on line.”

Regulators on edge
The most important factor of all, perhaps,
is the financial environment in the Mainland. Internet finance companies attract
deposits from customers disillusioned with
the banks.
“The main driver for this to really kick
off is the lack of investment opportunities
in the Mainland,” says Keith Pogson, Senior
Partner, Financial Services, Asia Pacific,
at EY and a former president of the Hong
Kong Institute of CPAs. Bank interest rates,
he notes, hover around 3 percent, while the
Internet companies are offering returns of
6-10 percent.
The Internet companies invest the bulk
of those deposits in money-market funds
as well as lend to small- and medium-sized
enterprises long shut out of mainstream
banking. (To be sure, SMEs rely more on P2P
lenders: See Peer-to-peer lenders fall as loans
go bad sidebar on page 31).
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ONLINE CHALLENGES
FOR TRADITIONAL
ACCOUNTING

The main challenge surrounding the new Internet finance model
is how existing regulations might affect non-financial institutions
such as Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent, according to accounting and
advisory professionals in Hong Kong.
“There are very few rules and restrictions governing the new
Internet financial institutions,” says Andrew Lam, Director at
BDO Hong Kong and a fellow of the Hong Kong Institute of CPAs.
“Capital adequacy requirements, liquidity management and the
implications of dealing in complex financial instruments may be
overlooked by the newcomers.”
Internal controls are also of concern. “Do you have the same
anti-money laundering and know-your-customer infrastructure
around this as the banks?” asks Keith Pogson, Senior Partner,
Financial Services, Asia Pacific at EY and a former president of the
Institute.
Pogson urges CPAs involved in the industry to examine the risk
profile of products in which depositors’ savings are being invested.
“There is uncertainty and a lack of transparency,” he says. “You’re
reliant on [the funds’] quality of accounting because they’re telling
you that you’re getting this much interest. You have to make a value
judgment. This is new.”
Johnson Chng, Managing Partner, Greater China, at the AT Kearney consulting firm in Beijing, says accountants should compare
the funds’ products with those of comparable competitors. “A CPA
should ask how buying a wealth management product from Yu’E
Bao differs from buying a wealth management product from China
Merchants Bank,” he says, referring to a large traditional financial
institution in the Mainland.
Accountants, Chng adds, should also look carefully at disclosures. “Would a disclosure help the investor better understand
the difference in risk profile? I think the accountant can make the
whole process more transparent for the asset manager, for Alibaba
or whoever, and the investor.”
Some experts believe the speed of transactions involved in
Internet financing is going to make controls and monitoring much
harder. “You’re moving almost towards a continuous audit,” says
Egidio Zarrella, Clients and Innovation Partner at KPMG in Hong
Kong and a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia. “You can’t do a one point in time review. You can’t keep up.”
Increased velocity brings less safety, Lam at BDO points out.
“With the penetration and speed of transactions performed via the
new Internet financial institutions, illegal business and tax evasion
could be more difficult to detect.”
Moreover, some see how restructuring and insolvency professionals can help in the future. Chng doubts that Alibaba and its
peers have put aside provisions – similar to a bank’s capital reserve
ratio – to offset losses from inevitable bad loans. “They need a
buffer for the losses, which they are creating now that they don’t
know they’re creating,” he says.
Pogson says it remains to be seen how deeply China’s regulations could affect the role of accountants. “How far regulation
would get into internal controls would be an interesting question,”
he says. In the meantime, he adds, CPAs should exercise caution.
“We don’t know how it is going to continue. Use the good old
scepticism that a CPA should have.”
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“Chinese banks
are from a branch
network, starting
as relationship
bankers and
thinking in that
older or more
traditional way of
doing banking.”
Chinese regulators, until recently, had been
showing a light touch. “Regulators had been tolerant of the Internet companies’ ventures into finance, which have the potential to help address
China’s structural problems,” Beijing-based GK
Dragonomics Research Analyst Ernan Cui wrote
in a recent report.
Internet finance lenders have been reallocating capital more efficiently than banks in some
sectors of the economy. “Small companies need
better access to loans, while depositors are delighted to receive a higher rate of interest than
they get on their bank deposits,” Cui added.
In addition, Internet companies can draw on
a huge database of their e-commerce customers,
on which they have sophisticated information
about their purchasing habits and credit risk.
Much of the cash received by the Internet
companies is recycled directly back to the very
banks that are losing deposits to digital financing
by lending in the interbank market, particularly
during credit squeezes, while the drain of low-

interest deposits is hitting bank profits and
loosening their grip on capital.
The four biggest banks – Agricultural
Bank of China, Bank of China, China Construction Bank Corporation and Industrial
and Commercial Bank of China – controlled
50.8 percent of the country’s household
savings at 31 January, down from 52 percent a year earlier and 55 percent in 2012,
according to People’s Bank of China data.
While central bank Governor Zhou Xiaochuan has said that products such as Yu’E
Bao are unlikely to be banned, Bill Fan,
Senior Analyst at Guosen Securities and
an Institute member, says Internet lenders
should brace for more controls.
“The PBoC might put in place measures
that would protect consumer information
from being stolen or misused, ensure adequate risk disclosure on online investment
products and prohibit illegal fundraising
and deposit-taking activities,” Fan suggests.

Banks fight back
Squeezing out the Internet players through
lobbying the government for tighter regulation might be the most expedient route by
which China’s traditional banks can maintain their hold on the financial services
sector.
“Now it’s time to step up regulation for
the industry’s own good,” Yang Kaisheng,
a former president of ICBC and now an
adviser to the China Banking Regulatory
Commission, told the National People’s
Congress in Beijing last month.
Already, the PBoC last month hinted
it would set limits on the amount people
can spend using smartphone payment services, while the four biggest banks said they
would restrict how much their customers
can spend on the online payment services
of both Alibaba and Tencent.
Alibaba Chairman Jack Ma denounced
the banks’ moves as anticompetitive. “It’s

not the monopolies and powers that determine success in the market, it’s the consumer,” Ma wrote online last month. “The
market doesn’t fear competition, it fears
injustice.”
Some observers suggest that traditional banks are unwilling to move away from
their bricks-and-mortar core and eschew
competing directly with their online newcomers. “Chinese banks are starting from
a branch network, as relationship bankers
and thinking in that older or more traditional way of doing banking,” says James
Quinnild, Asia-Pacific Financial Services
Consulting Leader at PricewaterhouseCoopers China.
Some of the Internet finance companies
have applied for banking licences, but authorities are likely to be cautious. “We expect regulators may not grant full licences
to e-commerce companies in an attempt to
avoid over-competition in the banking sec-
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tor,” forecasts Sean Hung, Asia Banking Analyst with Barclays in Hong Kong.
For their part, bankers believe that lack of
regulation has meant that Internet finance
companies have been allowed to tilt the playing field. “There is no standard regulation
holding them with regard to credit risk, liquidity management or other risks in effect,”
points out John Kam, General Manager of the
Bank of East Asia (China) in Shenzhen and
an Institute member.
Kam is concerned that traditional banks,
in their haste, will respond to the challenge
by releasing risky products of their own.
“The major banks have launched quasi-Yu’E
Bao products,” he says. “This is a double-edged sword: it attracts new customers
but also leads to a large amount of low-cost
savings deposits draining away and worsens
the banks’ loan-to-deposit ratio.”
Chng at AT Kearney says the idea of
banks launching e-commerce units is
fraught with danger. “A lot of banks have
already set up their own version of Alibaba, which I think is a mistake,” he says.
“In e-commerce, the core is supply chain.
Alibaba has been in e-commerce for 15 or
20 years. For banks to go into e-commerce, they are playing their weakest link against the strongest part of
their competitors.”

Future showdown
The future of Internet
finance will remain unclear until the regulatory
landscape is fixed. In the
absence of a crackdown,
Alibaba and its com-
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petitors have only begun to scratch the surface of the market.
“There is huge growth potential given
that the amount of money that online platforms have attracted is still small as a portion
of banks’ overall deposit base,” says Fan at
Guosen Securities.
Should the Internet companies be given a
free hand, however, China’s banks can be expected to fight back. While they might be less
nimble than the Internet companies, the four
biggest Mainland banks are among the most
advanced traditional financial institutions
in the world.
For example, they spend considerable
effort on mobile apps, changing them every
quarter to stay fresh. “If you compare the
Chinese banks to the Western banks, the
Chinese banks are so far ahead,”

“If you compare
the Chinese
banks to the
Western banks,
the Chinese
banks are so far
ahead.”

notes Zarrella at KPMG. “They’re trying to
grab the consumers in the most competitive market on the planet.”
Some observers have seen the conflict
between traditional banks and Internet
finance companies as the beginning of an
overall interest-rate liberalization. But
some analysts exercise caution over instigating a rate war. “Traditional banks could
offer a wealth management type product
but if they offer a 6 percent yield to depositors they have to generate that [6 percent]
on the other side,” says Pogson at EY.
Chng at AT Kearney believes banks
should leverage their core skills, which remain substantial. Banks represent “convenience, stability and professionalism,” he
says citing their innate advantages over Internet players such as branch networks and
breadth of products. “What they need to do
is understand mobile and data, and learn
how to use that to bring people back to the

Partner, Greater China, at the AT Kearney
consulting firm in Beijing.
“In some cases, you’re bound to get people who take advantage of this online finance
The other important part of China’s online
craze and scam money out of investors. It’s
finance world is peer-to-peer lending. Similar part and parcel of P2P’s development.”
to the first online Internet-based lending sites
P2P bankers say the overall concept is
that emerged in the West a decade ago, P2P sound. “P2P Internet lending has efficiently
sites charge a small transaction fee to match linked borrowers with lenders, leaving most
people wanting to invest money with those
of the value to consumers,” says Li Xinhe,
seeking to borrow cash.
Founding Partner and Chief Executive Officer
High-tech communications and a lack
of Beijing-based Renrendai.com, one of
of formal lending avenues helped spark
China’s largest P2P lenders.
a boom in P2P transactions: total volHe says Renrendai.com, and others like
ume rose from US$30 million in 2009 to
it, fill an important category of short-term
US$940 million in 2012 and might reach
low-value loans, generally between 30,000
US$7.8 billion by 2015, according to reand 50,000 yuan. “The banking service
search by Hua Zhang, Beijing-based Asian we provide for individuals is the kind that
Financial Services Group Analyst at Celent, traditional banking institutions are reluctant
a research company.
to offer,” says Li, who visited Hong Kong last
However, more than 50 of China’s estimonth to address the Credit Suisse Asian
mated 1,000 P2P lending websites have shut Investment Conference.
down in recent months under the weight of
Existing financial institutions would like to
non-performing loans, slowing economic
see P2P brought under the same supervision
growth and tighter monetary policies.
as banks, fearing the repercussions of further
“With P2P we are really seeing the small- collapses. “For P2P lending companies, the
er companies facing difficulties or going into regulations are not sufficiently comprehenbankruptcy,” says Johnson Chng, Managing sive,” points out John Kam, General Manager

PEER-TO-PEER
LENDERS FALL AS
LOANS GO BAD

core of banking,” he advises.
“If they can do that, the likes of Alibaba
would not be able to compete because it has
no way of opening branches,” Chng adds.
“Alibaba cannot do investment banking,
or swaps or customized products. They
can only sell highly commoditized onesize-fits-all type of products – all they can
promise is convenience.”
Already, Mainland banks are turning
to professional services firms for advice.
“We have facilitated strategy sessions with
some household names in the banking sector,” says Quinnild at PwC.
One solution to the challenge posed by
Internet finance companies, he says, might
be a cooperative, rather than confrontational attitude. “Imagine a technology
company – with its innovative culture, data
analytics capabilities and digital customer
experience – partnering up with a licensed
financial institution.”

of the Bank of East Asia (China) in Shenzhen
and a Hong Kong Institute of CPAs member.
Last year, the People’s Bank of China said
it would supervise P2P operations more
closely, noting that certain illegal lending
practices – such as the unauthorized investment of customers’ money in financial
products – were serious offences. However,
the central bank has not announced details
of what measures it might take. “Regulators
are not experienced enough [with the P2P
model] to provide sufficient monitoring,”
says Kam.
Li agrees that authorities should strengthen the regulatory regime for P2P lenders. “I
think companies should have a minimum
registered capital as well as a website system
up to security standards. They should meet
staffing and qualification requirements for
key positions, and establish sound internal
controls, risk management system and
information disclosure systems.”
Bankers such as Kam believe the P2P
bust is far from over. “The P2P lending companies facing bankruptcy have caused social
instability,” he says. “If P2P lending becomes
more widespread, it will be a headache for
the government.”
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PULLING
NO
PUNCHES

Some CPAs are experts in making the right moves
when it comes to coping with stresses and strains
of life and work. Jemelyn Yadao talks to some of the
Institute’s most agile members about the valuable
lessons that can be learned from martial arts
Photography by Justin Lung
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“It teaches you that there
is always an opportunity
to overcome certain
things, something bigger
than you.”

O

ne of the most valuable life lessons
that Danny Lee
has learned so
far is how to fight
like a girl. A partner with ICG Asia
Capital, a venture capital firm, and a Hong Kong
Institute of CPAs member, Lee credits his ability to defend himself in close-range combat
and, at the same time, display the serenity of
a form of kung fu created by a woman.
“This style was kept secret for a long
time until a Buddhist nun named Ng Mui
taught it to a lady named Yim Wing-chun,”
says Lee, referring to the legend behind
Wing Chun, a highly respected kung fu
martial art created during the Shaolin and
Ming resistance to the Qing Dynasty, and
popularized by the late action-film actor
Bruce Lee.
“This lady taught this style to her husband and when she died, her husband
named it after her,” he says, adding that
while Wing Chun is simple to learn it is
painstakingly difficult to master.
Determined to live a healthier life, Lee
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has been practising the martial art for
more than 13 years. “My work pressure
increased and so did my belly,” Lee says
with a laugh. “I needed to do an activity
that wasn’t related to work.”
Lee is among some Institute members
who continuously combat challenges at
the workplace and in life through skills
in martial arts. In addition to helping
themselves stay in shape, these members
find that practising kung fu in their spare
time has a positive effect on their emotional
and mental wellbeing, and allows them to
cope better with life’s situations.
Wing Chun, for example, has instilled in
Lee the technique of using what he calls “soft
strength” rather than the so-called “hard
strength” styles, which enable those who are
smaller face stronger opponents. “We are
using our internal power to deflect and redirect external forces. But I wouldn’t say this
style is feminine,” says Lee.
“It teaches you that there is always an
opportunity to overcome certain things,
something bigger than you, provided that
you use what you have effectively and efficiently even if you are small,” he says. “So

DANNY LEE
don’t underestimate yourself.”
Since gaining his Wing Chun instructor
certificate in 2007, Lee has enjoyed every
minute of teaching in private lessons with
others, including other CPAs, when he is not
working as a management and finance consultant.
When it comes to sharing his passion and
expertise, Lee is very selective. “Before accepting someone as my student, I need to interview them. I don’t want this kind of kung
fu to be in the hands of people who are bad
tempered and won’t use it correctly,” says
Lee. “It’s not about money.”
Despite being good enough to teach,
Lee insists that he is not yet a master.
“Even at my stage, I always find there’s
something new to learn.”
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Into the deep end
For Eric Lam, Group Accounting Manager
at Shriro Group, an international marketing and distribution organization, throwing people – and being thrown – is second
nature. “I used to think that you need a lot
of power to throw people, but after you tip
the balance of the opponent you don’t need
much power,” says Lam, adding that flexibility is more important than strength.
The Institute member had practised judo
for more than 15 years before graduating
and focusing on the CPA examinations. His
coach was a bronze medallist at the Beijing
Summer Olympics in 2008. “I feel very lucky
to have him in my judo journey. He really
taught me a lot,” he says.
He rediscovered his passion for the Japanese combat sport in London last year
while studying for a master’s degree in accounting and finance. “I attended a judo

club there and found that people in the U.K.
are bulkier, so the fighting experience was
totally different,” he recalls.“I couldn’t rely
too much on my strength. Instead I had to
focus on techniques.”
While nerve-wracking for some people,
Lam pushes himself to stay focused every
time he plays in an intense seven-minute
match. “It’s very fun but you don’t have
much time to think. You have to be spontaneous,” he says, likening the sport to chess.
“You also have to anticipate what your opponent might do. When you perform a technique to break their balance, your balance
is also compromised. So this is quite tricky.”
Lam appreciates judo for allowing him
to enhance helpful skills for life and work.
“It’s made me more decisive and confident,” he says. “I also have more patience
as it takes a lot of time to understand my
strengths and weaknesses, what tech-

ERIC LAM

“I used to think that you
need a lot of power to
throw people.”
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niques are suitable for me and what are not,
and how to practise with different people.”
There is always something new to learn
with judo, he says. “Even by getting thrown
by others I can learn something. Because
you know what works and what doesn’t.”

Father and son team
For Leo Lam, an Institute member and Director of Senior Care Elderly, which operates care homes for the aged in Hong Kong,
his decision to take up karate resulted in
gaining more than just exercise. “It does
three things: teaches me a sport, teaches
me self-defence and gives me a father-son
activity,” he says.
In 2005, Lam started practising goju-ryu
karate-do, a style of karate that originates
from Okinawa. “My son was five years old,
I wanted him to learn discipline, obedience
and confidence. I thought that martial
arts would be a good channel for him to
pick up those attributes,” he says.
Being surrounded by active and
sporty friends also prompted him to
pick up his energy levels. “I needed to
develop a new hobby,” he says.
“Subsequently, I found that

other parents in a similar age group also
took up this activity, including bankers, firemen, housewives as well as accountants.”
Immediately after joining a class, Lam had
already felt how physically demanding the
activity is – and fell in love with it. “My whole
body is wet after the two-hour practice. The
practitioner needs to do both aerobic and anaerobic exercises.”
As part of his two-hour practice, Lam
would usually follow the instructions of his
sensei (master) and perform choreographed
patterns of movements known as kata and a
fighting practice called kumite.
Lam and his son, he notes, particularly
practise kata together at the same centre,
“especially before he participates in karate
competitions.”
With a lack of protection, the practice of
kumite is similar to real-life fighting, says
Lam. “Kumite is safe but hurt and pain are
inevitable. Practising it helps to build up
courage and confidence, which can help me
to manage stress at work,” he adds.
Lam also credits his hobby for enhancing his self-control and increasing his
self-confidence. “A practitioner of martial
arts is not frightened or upset as he knows

“Kumite is safe but hurt
and pain are inevitable.
Practising it helps to
build up courage and
confidence.”
LEO LAM
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the opponent cannot really hurt him,” he
says. “Instead, he fights back any real attack, if necessary,” he notes. “This mindset can strengthen the spirit so I can tackle
problems confidently.”

Kick-starting a better life
Almost nothing can stop Vincent Lam from
dedicating his Saturdays to practising the
Korean martial art of taekwondo.
With this in mind, Lam, Proprietor of
Hong Kong-based audit firm Vincent Lam
& Co. and an Institute member, remembers
making the difficult decision to discontinue
his role as commissioner of the Scout Association of Hong Kong, and give up his licence to
referee taekwondo matches around the city.
“Saturday is a day for children, for sport or
training,” says Lam. “After 2013, I realized
that I needed to stop doing these jobs so that I
could keep Saturdays free.”
Before managing his time more effectively, Lam remembers tackling the challenge of being both a referee and an accountant at the same time. “2012 was a very
busy year for me. Sometimes I would have
to bring audit files to the playground,” he
recalls. “I would be reading the files while a

tournament was taking place.”
Lam has been teaching the sport to
younger children and teenagers for about 34
years at his club, the Hong Kong Chong Do
Taekwondo Association, and is rated a master. “Now I have more than 120 students in
my club,” he says.
The hard training involved, Lam notes, has
helped strengthen both his body and his concentration. It has also resulted in more meaningful benefits as it teaches him how to effectively deal with pressures outside his club.
“The physical training, for me, teaches me
to handle burdens at work,” says Lam. “Last
year, the latest I worked was 4 a.m. because
we were so busy. I think taekwondo trains me
to handle these sorts of difficulties better and
to try my hardest to overcome them.”
Lam says he continuously pushes his students – and himself – to reach their full potential and realize their strengths. “If I do 15
push-ups one day, the next time I must work
harder to reach 16.”
Many years of training and experience has
led to Lam rarely needing to use protective
gear, including a head guard. “Before, I would
always injure my hands and my toes after
kicks,” he admits. “Now I can handle it.”

VINCENT LAM

“2012 was a very
busy year for
me. Sometimes
I would have
to bring audit
files to the
playground.”
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Soft skills

HOW TO
PUT TOGETHER A

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
Many Institute members know they cannot rely
purely on technical knowledge and business
acumen to remain competitive. As soft skills are
increasingly important, Jemelyn Yadao finds out
how CPAs can maintain a polished professional
image throughout their careers
Illustrations by Matt Burchell

ore than five years
ago, image consultant Caroline Sze
noticed how professionals, including accountants, had begun
to seek her unique services. Before that,
some had considered her field unnecessary.
“Things changed,” says Sze, a Hong
Kong Institute of CPAs member. “More
people in the corporate world approached
us for advice, including accounting professionals.” Sze herself worked as an auditor at
PricewaterhouseCoopers before she founded
Seasoning, a company that runs private and
corporate grooming workshops.
Institute members would come to her
with a common problem. “For example,
their colleagues had been working in the
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firm for so many years but the firm evolved
and improved,” she recalls. “They would
come to me because they wanted the staff
or management team to do the same.”
Others, she says, would come to her
looking for a change. “They would want
the firm’s brand image to be strengthened.
They feel it’s important for staff to be very
presentable, especially now that not only
are they expected to have the technical
knowledge, but they also need to be more
interesting to talk to,” says Sze.
Enhancing the way staff look and
behave has become increasingly critical to
Hong Kong accounting firms as they seek
to maintain an edge in today’s competitive
business environment.
Last year, EY invited Sze to share her

expertise with its female professionals
with the aim of encouraging their career
advancement. Key topics discussed during
her workshop included achieving the
right balance of professional and stylish,
cosmetic care tips for tired skin during
peak seasons and quick-make-up advice for
those with tight schedules.
“Technical skills are important but
inevitably, the clients’ and other people’s
first impression of you will include what
you wear and how you look,” says Michael
Wong, EY’s Greater China Talent Leader.
“Dressing well is another way to give
confidence to our clients and I even think
it helps to build up the overall image of the
profession as well.”
As Wong notes, paying extra effort

“Dressing well is another way to give
confidence to our clients and I even think
it helps to build up the overall image of the
profession as well.”

into one’s appearance at work can be
beneficial for everyone. “Dressing well for
our individual people helps to build their
personal branding as well,” he says. “You
are not only dressing well for the client or
the firm, you are doing it for yourself. If you
dress well, you feel good and more confident
every day at work. That’s why it’s important.”

New dress codes
For some firms, work clothes are not as formal today as they once were. “A few years
ago, we were required to wear ties all day and
dress formally,” says Ivan Chan, a Partner at
Mazars Hong Kong and an Institute member.
“Now, there’s quite a lot of flexibility.”
With this relaxation in mind, most of
Sze’s clients go to her with the aim of pro-

jecting an image of their staff – and the
company – as being capable yet up to date.
“You can achieve this through your outfit,
your make-up and your hairstyle,” she says.
Men’s suits need not be black. Navy,
different shades of grey and different textures such as tweed and wool can also be
explored. Men are also urged to make work
shoes a priority. “This is the most serious
issue for corporate clients. They ignore the
importance of the shoes. I always advise that
they invest in sleek, streamlined footwear.”
Desmond Chan, a professional and executive image management trainer who is
also an Institute member, recommends male
CPAs to specifically have two to three suits
for work and shirts in no more than three
main colours, such as a light pink, pastel blue
or white. “The rationale behind this rule is
that in the corporate world, we don’t want to
emphasize too much on personal style. We
want to emphasize team work.”

Using tie pins and tie clips as a way of
underscoring the status of senior or highlevel staff should also be considered. “It’s a
sort of non-verbal communication.”
For women, Sze points out that the range
of colours to choose from for suits is broader
than they think and includes black, grey,
beige, burgundy and navy. She also urges
them to not be afraid of accessories.
“Your colleague can wear the same suit
as you but if you wear a chain necklace or
pearls, the whole look changes,” she says.
“You can add a vintage brooch before you
go out or thin dangly earrings will do. It
makes you more memorable and can be
icebreaking as clients can ask about it.”
Of course, women shouldn’t wear excessive amounts of make-up at work but
instead use it to slightly enhance facial
features. “It could be as simple as adding
rose-coloured blush to cheeks or a bit of
eyeliner and that’s it,” suggests Sze.
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Dressing down and up
How to dress up as a professional is an art,
says Chan, but understanding how to dress
to suit your job role is a good place to start.
Professionals, for instance, should avoid
wearing items that would be better suited
to their superiors, says Chan, who is CEO of
Cell Therapeutics, a naturopathic company,
and was Founding President of the Association of Image Consultants International.
“It’s assumed that underdressing was
the main problem [when it comes to dressing well at work] but nowadays, with
younger professionals being able to afford
better clothes, some would overdress,”
Chan says. “For example, they would wear
an expensive watch or cufflinks that’s far
more sophisticated than what the boss is
wearing.”
While some firms have embraced more
relaxed dress codes, many like Mazars still
believe that formal first impressions can
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be critical for fuelling strong relationships
with clients.
“For the first meeting with a client, we
always recommend that staff dress formally.
Some clients, however, may be quite casual
so we will try to accommodate their style,”
says Chan at Mazars. “This is quite important
because if we are working with them, we
shouldn’t look very different from them.”
For CPAs with hectic schedules, Sze
suggests to aim for a daily look that’s both
professional and personalized. “I think enhancing your individuality can make you
stand out,” she says. “Of course, while most
people would like to pursue that look, many
just don’t have enough time in the morning.
But once their mindset changes, self-motivation will follow.”
Eric Tong, Audit Partner at Deloitte and
an Institute Council member, believes that
CPAs should constantly make efforts to dress
appropriately rather than stylishly. Focusing

on the cultural aspect of international dress
codes is also important. “We are dealing
with multinational clients, who all dress
slightly differently,” says Tong.
“If you go to a country, a lot of people
may take off their jacket [in meetings], but
if you meet those in another country, they
may not,” he observes. “So I think it’s more
about, how to dress appropriately as well as
what’s the right dress code for the client,” he
adds. “Our staff need to understand when to
dress down, when to dress up, and when in
doubt, always dress up.”

Model behaviour
Building up an intriguing professional
image goes beyond what one should and
shouldn’t wear. It includes focusing on soft
skills and etiquette. “Nowadays, people
are getting more demanding. They don’t
just want to look at a professional’s certificates, they want to look at them holisti-

cally, how you look, talk and behave like a
professional.”
However, as Harry Wong, a neuro-linguistic programming trainer and Institute
member, observes, some accountants are
resistant to the idea of attending refresher
courses that cover such skills. “Some CPAs
do not realize the importance of learning
new things because of the work experience
they already have. But they come to realize
that they are becoming more obsolescent every day because of factors such as technological advancements.”
Wong encourages both younger and
senior Institute members to continuously
learn. “Skill-wise, I think we’re technical
enough. How to observe what’s going and be
able to respond, those are what I call the soft
skills,” he says.

Accounting firms such as Deloitte say
they recognize the importance of soft skills.
“Our profession involves motivating and
managing a team,” says Tong. “We put a lot
of emphasis on such skills, with internal
courses for managers, senior managers,
and even for partners.”
“One thing that is very important is negotiation skills,” he adds. “We always engage external consultants to help us with
this. It’s an eye opener to have somebody in
to cover human behaviour and go through
how to communicate with different types of
people.”
Having understood proper local etiquette
is good for portraying a more positive professional image when working with clients
and is important for both younger and senior professional accountants, notes Tong.

“How to conduct meeting in a western
organization is very different to how you
do it in a Chinese organization,” he says.
[That’s why] we have internal courses that
cover Chinese business etiquette: how to
open up a conversation, what sort of topics
you should talk about and table manners.”
As Wong notes, working on one’s personal and professional image as well as
being open to changes are ways for accountants to stay proactive. “What more can
you offer so that when the next promotion
comes up, your name will be remembered
and when the next redundancy process
comes up, your name won’t be thought of?”
he asks.
“The answer is simple,” he says. “Work
smart by delegating work to spare extra
time to chase new challenges.”

“Nowadays, people are getting
more demanding. They don’t just
want to look at a professional’s
certificates, they want to look at
them holistically.”
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New Companies Ordinance:
highlights of major changes
(part two)
In the second part of this series, Ada Chung and Karen Ho set out the
major changes introduced in the new legislation to enhance corporate
governance and ensure better regulation

T

his article is the second of
two articles covering the new
Companies Ordinance
(Cap. 622). The first article,
published in the last issue, set out the
major changes introduced by the new
ordinance to facilitate business and modernize the law. This article highlights the
major changes introduced to achieve the
objectives of enhancing corporate governance and ensuring better regulation.

new ordinance introduces a statutory
statement to provide clear guidance to
directors. The new provision stipulates
that a director must exercise reasonable
care, skill and diligence, and sets out a
mixed objective and subjective test in the
determination of the standard. The objective test looks at the general knowledge,
skill and experience that may reasonably
be expected of a person carrying out the
functions of the director in question.

Enhancing corporate
governance

Enhancing shareholder engagement in
the decision-making process
The old ordinance provided that anything
that might be done by a company by
resolution in a general meeting might be
done by a written resolution signed by all
members without convening a meeting.
However, there were no statutory rules on
proposing or passing a written resolution.
The new ordinance provides the
procedures for proposing, passing and recording written resolutions. A company’s
articles may set out alternative procedures
for passing a resolution without convening
a meeting, provided that the resolution is
agreed to by the members unanimously.
To enhance the right of shareholders,
the expenses of circulating members’
proposed resolutions for annual general
meetings, and members’ statements relating to the proposed resolution or other
business to be dealt with at AGMs, will
be borne by the company if the required
threshold for requests are met and the
requests to circulate such documents
are received in time for sending with the
notice of the relevant meeting.
Under the old ordinance, a poll would
be called for if the demand is made by

The new ordinance introduces the
following major initatives with the aim of
enhancing corporate governance:
Strengthening the accountability of
directors
There were provisions in the old ordinance prohibiting all public companies, as
well as private companies that are members of a group of companies of which
a listed company is a member, from
appointing a body corporate as their director. There was no restriction for other
private companies. The new ordinance
requires, on top of these restrictions, that
private companies must have at least one
director who is a natural person.
There are no provisions on directors’
duty of care, skill and diligence in the old
ordinance and the common law position
in Hong Kong in this respect is not entirely
clear. The standard of the duty in old case
law, which focuses on the knowledge and
experience that a particular director possesses (the subjective test), is considered
too lenient nowadays.
In light of developments overseas, the
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not less than five members, members
representing not less than 10 percent of
the total voting rights, or members holding not less than 10 percent of the total
paid-up share capital of the company carrying the right to vote at the meeting. The
threshold for demanding a poll is lowered
from 10 percent to 5 percent of the total
voting rights under the new ordinance.
The threshold of five members is retained
but the threshold based on the total paidup capital is removed.
Improving the disclosure of corporate
information
The new ordinance requires public
companies and companies not qualified
for simplified reporting (details of simplified reporting have been given in the first
article) to prepare a more comprehensive
directors’ report, which includes an
analytical and forward-looking “business
review,” while allowing private companies to opt out from the requirement by a
special resolution.
The review should contain, for example,
information relating to environmental and
employee matters that have a significant
impact on the company. The new requirement is in line with the international trend
towards integrated reporting.
Modifying the “headcount test”
The “headcount test,” pursuant to which
a majority in number of the members
present and voting is required to pass a
resolution to approve a scheme involving a takeover offer or general offer to
buy back shares (including a privatization scheme), is replaced under the new
ordinance by a new requirement that the
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a court are also extended to cover an order
restraining the proposed act or requiring
the doing of an act that the company has
proposed not to do.
To avoid potential conflict of interests, the
old law prohibited a company from entering
into loans or other similar transactions with
a director. For a listed company or a private
company that is within the same group as a
listed company, the
reference to “director” was extended to cover persons or corporations closely associated
with a director. The new ordinance expands
the prohibition to cover a wider category of
entities connected with a director.
In the case of a “specified company,”
i.e. a public company or a private company
or company limited by guarantee that is a
subsidiary of a public company, the prohiFostering shareholder protection
The scope of the unfair prejudice remedy is bition also covers, among others, an adult
extended to cover proposed acts and omis- child, a parent, a cohabitee, a minor child
sions, so as to remove the uncertainty as to of the cohabitee who lives with the director
whether a member can bring an action for and an associated body corporate.
To minimize the risk that a director
unfair prejudice where a course of action is
may entrench himself in office, the new
only at the proposal stage, or where there
ordinance provides that the approval
is only a threat to do or not to do something. The remedies that may be granted by of members must be obtained for any
number of votes cast against a resolution
to approve such a scheme must not be
more than 10 percent of the votes attached
to all disinterested shares. “Disinterested
shares” basically means shares held by
non-interested parties.
For other members’ schemes, the
headcount test is retained, with a new
provision giving the courts a discretion to
dispense with the test where appropriate. To address the concern that minority
shareholders are reluctant to challenge a
scheme in court because of the potentially
substantial legal costs, it is provided that
a dissenting member might be ordered to
pay legal costs only if his or her opposition
to the scheme is frivolous or vexatious.

contracts under which the guaranteed term
of employment of a director with the company exceeds or may exceed three years.
Strengthening auditors’ rights to
information
To ensure that an auditor will be in a position to perform his oversight functions in
an effective manner, the new ordinance
empowers auditors to require a wider
range of persons, including persons holding or accountable for any of the accounting records of the company or its Hong
Kong incorporated subsidiary, or any such
persons at the time to which the information or explanation relates, to provide them
with the information and explanation that
they reasonably require for the performance of their duties.
In particular, the auditor of a holding
company may also require the company to
obtain information or explanation from the
auditor of its subsidiary undertaking that
is not a Hong Kong incorporated company
and persons holding or accountable for
any of the accounting records of such a
subsidiary undertaking.
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Ensuring better regulation

To ensure that the new ordinance
enhances regulation, measures have been
introduced on various fronts.
Improving the enforcement regime
To improve enforcement, a new power of
enquiry is given to the Registrar of Companies to obtain documents or information where there is reason to believe any
conduct relating to an offence of providing
false or misleading statement has taken
place. The investigatory powers of inspectors appointed to investigate the affairs of
companies are also enhanced.
To encourage compliance and to
optimize the use of judicial resources, the
new ordinance introduces a new power
for the registrar to compound specified offences as set out in Schedule 7 to the new
ordinance. Compoundable offences are
generally confined to straightforward and
minor regulatory offences committed by
companies. In compounding an offence,
the registrar will give a notice in writing to
a company in breach to offer it an opportunity to rectify the default. If the company
pays the compounding fee and complies
with the terms of the notice, the registrar
will not initiate a prosecution.
The threshold for breach of any provision of the new ordinance by an officer of
the company has been lowered through
the introduction of a new definition of
“responsible person,” which targets intentional and reckless conduct other than
willful conduct as under the old law.
Companies limited by guarantee
Under the new ordinance, companies
limited by guarantee come under a specified category of companies and they are
required to comply with the following
requirements:
• At least two directors are required;
• No corporate director is allowed; and
• The annual returns must be delivered
together with certified copies of the
financial statements, directors’ reports
and auditor’s reports.
To encourage compliance with statutory
filing requirements, an escalating scale of
annual registration fees is introduced for
the filing of annual returns by companies
limited by guarantee. In the case of late
filing, substantially higher registration fees
are payable. The escalating fee scale is set
out in the Companies (Fees) Regulation
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(Cap. 622K) and is the same as that applicable to private companies.
Ensuring the accuracy of information on
the Companies Register
To enhance the accuracy of information on
the Companies Register, the new ordinance clarifies the powers of the registrar
in relation to the following:
• Registration of documents – the registrar is expressly empowered to specify
the requirements for the authentication
of documents to be delivered to the
Companies Registry and the manner of
delivery, and withhold the registration
of unsatisfactory documents pending
further particulars; and
• Keeping of the register – the registrar
may rectify typographical or clerical
errors, make annotations and require a
company to resolve any inconsistency
or provide updated information.
The new ordinance provides a statutory
basis for applications to court for removing
information from the register that is inaccurate, forged or derived from anything
invalid, ineffective or done without the
authorization of the company.
A statement of capital is required to
be delivered for registration whenever
there is a change in a company’s share
capital, including an allotment of shares or
a permitted alteration of share capital, to
ensure the disclosure of up-to-date share
capital information.
Introducing a new offence in relation to
an inaccurate auditor’s report
The old law required auditors to make
two important statements in an auditor’s
report but there were no related offence
provisions. Under the new ordinance, the
statements have to be made by auditors
where the financial statements are not in
agreement with the accounting records
of the relevant company in any material
respect or where the auditor in question
has failed to obtain all the necessary and
material information or explanations for
the purpose of the audit.
To enhance the reliability and integrity
of financial statements and improve the
regulatory regime, a new offence is introduced for the omission of the statements
under section 408 of the new ordinance.
The offence would be committed if the
auditor in question knowingly or recklessly caused any of the two statements to

be omitted from the auditor’s report.
To clarify the issues involved, the
Companies Registry has issued an external
circular on the subject. The Hong Kong Institute of CPAs has also issued guidance to
members (see another article on AATB 4)
Improving the registration of charges
To improve transparency, the period for
submitting charges for registration has
been shortened from five weeks to one
month. Further, a certified copy of the
instrument documenting the charge will
have to be filed and registered for public
search. Third parties will be deemed to
have constructive notice of the terms of the
charge as registered.
Refining the scheme for deregistration
of companies
To minimize any potential abuse of the
deregistration procedure, the new ordinance enhances the regulation of voluntary deregistration by imposing additional
conditions to be met, i.e., the applicant
must confirm that the company is not a
party to any legal proceedings and that
neither the company nor its subsidiary has
any immovable property in Hong Kong.

A new era

The new ordinance, which is one of the
longest and most complex pieces of
legislation ever enacted in the history of
Hong Kong, encapsulated the inputs and
contributions of all those who are involved
in the process, including members of the
accounting profession. We believe that the
changes brought about by the new ordinance will benefit all companies in Hong
Kong, including their shareholders and
directors, people doing businesses with or
providing services to these companies, and
reinforce Hong Kong’s competitiveness as
a place to do business.
Comprehensive information about the
new ordinance, which includes briefing
materials, highlights of major changes,
answers to frequently asked questions
and reference tables, are available at the
“New Companies Ordinance” section
on the Companies Registry’s website at
www.cr.gov.hk.

Ada Chung is the Institute's Council member and
Registrar of Companies and Karen Ho is Deputy Principal
Solicitor of the Companies Ordinance Rewrite Team of the
Companies Registry.

Auditing

AATB 4 Guidance on section 408
of the Companies Ordinance
Institute document outlines principles and practices relating to members’
conduct on audits and audit reporting under revised legislation

T

he new Companies Ordinance
came into force on 3 March.
One of the measures introduced
is a new offence imposed
by section 408 (formerly clause 399 of the
Companies Bill) in relation to certain omissions
in an auditor’s report.
The offence would be committed if an
auditor knowingly or recklessly caused certain
statements required by section 407(2)(b) and
(3) to be omitted from the auditor’s report.
In late February, the Hong Kong Institute
of CPAs published AATB 4 Guidance on
Section 408 of the Companies Ordinance.
AATB 4 is the culmination of a working
group formed in late 2012 with a view to producing practice guidance for members on
the conduct of audits and audit reporting, in
light of the potential implications of section
408 of the ordinance.
The Companies Registry External Circular
No. 10/2014 Offence Relating to Contents of
Auditor’s Report, issued at the same time, sets
out the general principles that apply when
making decisions on whether a case should
be prosecuted under section 408 or section
16 of the Companies (Revision of Financial
Statements and Reports) Regulation. AATB 4
should be read in conjunction with the external
circular.
The objectives of the guidance contained in
AATB 4 are to:
• Set out the relevant sections in the ordinance to which the penalty sanctions apply;
• Consider the implications of those sections;
and
• Provide guidance on the auditor’s reporting
for statutory purposes.
AATB 4 focuses on the penalty sanctions related to section 407(2)(b), (3) and section 408.
As stated in publicly available literature, the
policy objective of section 408 is to enhance
the reliability and integrity of financial state-
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ments. The two statements concerned under
section 407(2)(b) and (3) – that the auditor is
unable to obtain adequate information or explanation and that the financial statements are
not in agreement with the accounting records
(when applicable) – were considered by the
Hong Kong government to be important pointers to assist the users of a company’s financial
statements to take an informed view about the
financial statements. The criminal sanction is
considered by the government to be necessary
to enforce the duty to make those two important statements when they are required.
The following highlights the key areas of
guidance in AATB 4:

ried risks, that the auditor personally knew that
the risks were not reasonable ones to take and,
despite knowing that, the auditor went ahead
and took the risks.
The government has explained that mere
negligence would not constitute recklessness.
The evidence considered in a case will be that
available at the date of the offence. Hindsight
should not play a role in any prosecution taken
under section 408.

Other factors to consider
for prosecution

In order to successfully prosecute under the
“knowingly” threshold in section 408, it will be
necessary to prove that the person knew and
caused the statement required to be included
in the auditor’s report to be omitted.
Paragraph 9 of the external circular states
that for the mental element of “knowingly,” the
evidential threshold is quite high. The auditor
would be culpable if, at the time of the commission of the offence, the auditor knew and
caused the specified statements to be omitted.
Such knowledge would be inferred from the
evidence, including the evidence given by the
auditor as to what the auditor actually knew.
Knowledge will not be imputed on the basis of
the person’s professional qualification.

The Prosecution Code 2013, published by the
Department of Justice, sets out the relevant
guidelines for prosecution. Under the code, the
decision to prosecute includes two required
components. The first is that the admissible
evidence available is sufficient to justify instituting or continuing proceedings. The second is
that the general public interest would require
that the prosecution be conducted.
Paragraph 12 of the external circular states
that in considering evidence to support a
prosecution, prosecutors will take into account
the statutory role of the auditor under the
ordinance and the applicable procedures and
standards. In relation to the audit in question,
the following factors will be relevant:
• The way in which the audit was planned
and conducted;
• Where more than one individual auditor
was involved, the structure and management of the audit team; and
• The nature of the company the financial
statements of which were being audited, and the way in which the auditor
worked with the company’s management and staff.

Test for “recklessly”

Persons liable

Implication of section 408

If the auditor knowingly or recklessly omits
to report a matter required under section
407(2)(b) or (3), the auditor is liable to be
prosecuted under section 408.

Test for “knowingly”

To prove that the auditor has acted recklessly,
it will be necessary to show that the auditor
was aware that an action or failure to act car-

Section 408 provides that any of the persons specified below commits an offence if
the person knowingly or recklessly causes
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any of the specified statements to be omitted
from an auditor’s report:
• If the auditor is a natural person, the auditor and every employee and agent of the
auditor who is eligible for appointment as
auditor of the company;
• If the auditor is a firm, every partner,
employee and agent of the auditor who is
eligible for appointment as auditor of the
company; and
• If the auditor is a body corporate, every
officer, member employee and agent of the
auditor who is eligible for appointment as
auditor of the company.

Penalty

The offence under section 408 is a summary offence for enforcement against non-compliance
with the requirements in relation to the contents
of the auditor’s report. An auditor who commits
an offence under section 408 is liable to a fine
not exceeding HK$150,000. It is a separate and
distinct offence that would be enforced independently from any misconduct proceedings
pursued under the Professional Accountants
Ordinance.

Guidance on the auditor’s
report for statutory purposes

When an auditor has been engaged to perform
an audit of a set of general purpose financial
statements of a Hong Kong company under the
ordinance’s requirements, the auditor should
perform that audit in conformity with the Hong
Kong Standards on Auditing.
Section 407 of the ordinance, in effect,
continues the requirements in section 141 of
the predecessor ordinance, with the addition
of a materiality component. The requirements
in section 407(2)(b) and (3) include the consideration of materiality. As there is no definition
of materiality in the ordinance, auditors should
apply the principles and requirements in
HKSA 320 Materiality in Planning and
Performing an Audit.
The principles and requirements in HKSAs
include performing procedures on accounting
records and obtaining sufficient appropriate
audit evidence for the audit of financial statements that also address the requirements of
section 407(2)(b) and (3). It is important for
auditors to prepare audit documentation as required under HKSA 230 Audit Documentation.
AATB 4 also provides specific areas of
guidance on the following circumstances which
auditors should be mindful of in relation to

sections 407 and 408:
• going concern;
• outstanding matters;
• adjustments;
• significant prior year adjustments;
• modified auditor’s reports; and
• modified auditor’s reports – quantification
of material misstatement in the financial
statements.

Reporting of matters under
section 407(2)(b) and (3)

If the auditor is of the opinion that the financial
statements of a company are not in agreement
with the accounting records in any material
respect or if the auditor has been unable to
obtain all the information or explanations that
are necessary and material for the purpose of
the audit, the auditor must state that opinion
or fact in the auditor’s report.
The absence of any statement or comment in the auditor’s report in respect of
these matters is equivalent to a statement
that the auditor is satisfied that the financial statements are in agreement with the

accounting records in any material respect
and the auditor has obtained all the information or explanations that are necessary and
material for the purpose of the audit based
on the procedures he or she performed in
accordance with HKSAs.
The Auditing and Assurance Standards
Committee is in the process of revising the
illustrations of auditor’s reports in HKSA 700
and HKSA 705 and will issue an update to the
members’ handbook in due course. More
details are provided in AATB 4 and all auditors
of Hong Kong companies are encouraged to
read it.

This article is contributed by the Institute’s Standard
Setting Department
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Technical update

Small- and Medium-sized Entity Financial
Reporting Framework and Financial
Reporting Standard (Revised)

T

is presented then this guidance should be
eligible for the reporting exemption under
followed;
the new ordinance and so are not permitted
• Additional guidance material has been
to prepare their financial statements in
added on the non-exempted disclosure
accordance with SME-FRF and SME-FRS:
requirements in the new ordinance
(i) Companies that are authorized under the
and certain other provisions of the new
Banking Ordinance to carry out banking
ordinance which are relevant to the SMEbusiness;
FRF and SME-FRS;
(ii) Companies that accept, by way of trade
• Guidance has been added on the
or business (other than banking business)
concept of “realized profits and losses”
loans of money at interest or repayable at a
and the relationship between these
premium, other than on terms involving the
and “recognized profits and losses”
issue of debentures or other securities;
reported under the SME-FRS (section
(iii) Companies that are licensed under part V
79B of the predecessor ordinance,
of the Securities and Futures Ordinance to
together with related sections, has been
carry on a regulated business; or
brought forward into the new ordinance
(iv) Companies that carry on any insurance
substantially unaltered);
business, other than solely as an agent.
• Specific disclosure requirements have
been added to the SME-FRF to cover
Groups that contain such companies are
the first year that a company transitions
also not eligible for the reporting exemption
from a different set of generally accepted
and so cannot prepare consolidated financial
accounting principles (for example full
The Institute has recently issued the SME- statements under the SME-FRF and SME-FRS.
HKFRS) to SME-FRS;
FRF and SME-FRS (Revised) in response to
the new ordinance. In developing the revised Companies not incorporated under either • Additional disclosure requirements have
been added to the Income Taxes section
standard, the Institute’s Financial Reporting
the new or the old Companies Ordinances
to require the disclosure of applicable tax
Standards Committee incorporated the
Subject to any specific requirements
rates and unused tax losses;
proposals from the 2008 exposure draft,
imposed by the law of the company’s
• New guidance has been added on
and the 2013 limited invitation to comment,
place of incorporation and subject to its
determining the “reporting currency” of
modified to reflect the comments received on constitution, these companies qualify for
an entity (which is based on the concept
those consultations.
reporting under the SME-FRF when they
of functional currency in full HKFRS);
meet the same requirements that a Hong
• The definition of “related party” has
Qualifying criteria for SME-FRF and
Kong incorporated company is required
been updated to align with the current
SME-FRS (Revised)
to meet under section 359 of the new
definition in full HKFRS;
The qualifying criteria for simplified reporting ordinance.
• The definitions of “active market” and
(i.e. the use of SME-FRF and SME-FRS
“fair value” have been updated to be
(Revised)) are highlighted in paragraphs
Summary of main changes in the new
consistent with HKFRS 13 Fair Value
22-43 of SME-FRF (Revised). In summary, the SME-FRS as compared to the previous
Measurement; and
criteria apply as follows:
standard
• Guidance on determining whether an
• A summary of the criteria for “qualifying
entity is acting as an agent or principal
entities” with cross-references to the new
Companies incorporated under the new
has been added to the appendix.
ordinance has been included;
or predecessor Companies Ordinances
A company qualifies for reporting under the • The accounting requirements are expanded
Effective date of the standard
to cover consolidated financial statements,
SME-FRF and SME-FRS (Revised) if it satisfies
The effective date of the revised standard
business combinations and investments in
the criteria for eligibility for the “reporting
other entities accounted for by application of is aligned with the commencement
exemption,” as set out in section 359 of
date of the new ordinance and the date
the equity method;
the new ordinance, and the sections and
that section 359 comes into operation.
• Guidance on presenting a cash flow
schedules to which that section refers.
Consequently, the revised standard is
statement has been included – the
The qualifying categories are shown on
effective for a qualifying entity’s financial
preparation of a cash flow statement is
Table A.
optional. However, if a cash flow statement statements that cover a period beginning
The following types of company are not
he new Hong Kong Companies
Ordinance (Cap. 622) allows
additional non-public companies
to prepare simplified financial statements
(i.e. the use of Small- and Medium-sized
Entity Financial Reporting Framework and
Financial Reporting Standard), by opting out
of the full reporting regime.
The new ordinance carries forward the
exemption criteria in section 141D of the
predecessor ordinance, as one category of
exempt company. In addition, simplified
reporting can be adopted by private groups,
private companies that are subsidiaries of
other companies, and companies or groups
limited by guarantee provided that:
(i) They fall within the new size tests; and
(ii) In the case of larger private companies,
they obtain at least 75 percent shareholder
approval, with none objecting.
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Table A
Eligible categories

Size test#

Approval from shareholders

1. A
 private company that has no subsidiary and is not a subsidiary of another
company (i.e. this is the type of private
company, which would have qualified
for the reporting exemption under section 141D of the predecessor Companies
Ordinance)
(SME-FRF paragraph 43)

No size test is required

100 percent written approval from
shareholders is required for each year
(Note: if the private company also
qualifies under category 2 below, approval from shareholders would not be
required)

2. Small private company
(SME-FRF paragraphs 36-37)

The small private company must not exceed any two of
the following:
(a) Total annual revenue of HK$100 million
(b) T
 otal assets of HK$100 million at the end of the
reporting period
(c) 100 employees

Approval from shareholders is not required under the Companies Ordinance

3. A group of small private companies
(SME-FRF paragraphs 36-37)

(a) Each company in the group must qualify as a small
private company; and
(b) T
 he aggregate amounts for the group must not
exceed two out of three of the size tests for small
private companies

Approval from shareholders is not required under the Companies Ordinance

4. S mall company limited by guarantee
(SME-FRF paragraphs 34-35)

The total annual revenue of the small company limited
by guarantee must not exceed HK$25 million.

Approval from shareholders is not required under the Companies Ordinance

5. A group of small companies each
limited by guarantee
(SME-FRF paragraphs 34-35)

(a) Each company in the group must qualify as a small
company limited by guarantee; and
(b) T
 he aggregate annual revenue of the group must not
exceed HK$25 million

Approval from shareholders is not required under the Companies Ordinance

6. Larger “eligible” private company
(SME-FRF paragraphs 38-39 and 42)

The private company must not exceed any two of the
following:
(a) Total annual revenue of HK$200 million
(b) T
 otal assets of HK$200 million at the end of the
reporting period
(c) 100 employees

At least 75 percent of all the shareholders
must pass a resolution at a general meeting that the company is to fall within the
reporting exemption for the financial year,
with none objecting either at the meeting
or otherwise in writing*

7. A
 group of “eligible” companies
(SME-FRF paragraphs 38-39 and 42)

(a) Each company in the group must meet either the
size test of small private company or larger “eligible”
private company; and
(b) T
 he aggregate amounts for the group in total must
not exceed two out of three of the size tests for larger
“eligible” private companies

All the companies in the group individually,
as well as the parent of the group, must
have obtained the necessary shareholder
approval* (except for those subsidiaries
within the group that fall within the “small
private company” category)

 he new ordinance sets out specific requirements relating to determining which years are relevant for passing the size tests. In general, a company will have to pass the size tests for two
T
consecutive years in order to become eligible in the third year. Similarly, a company would generally have to fail the tests for two consecutive years in order to become ineligible in the
third year. However, there are specific transitional rules in this regard which apply in the first year that this part of the new ordinance comes into operation and also in any year in which
a group acquires a new subsidiary. It is therefore important to take care to refer to the relevant sections of the new ordinance when testing whether a company is eligible.
*For the larger "eligible" category of private companies or groups (categories 6 and 7), the 75 percent vote is calculated as a percentage of the entire shareholding of a company, not
simply as a percentage of the shareholders who attend the general meeting. The resolution is defeated if any member objects either at the meeting or at any time by giving notice in
writing to the company, provided that written notice is given at least six months before the end of the financial year to which the objection relates.
#

on or after 3 March 2014. As early adoption
of section 359 is not permitted under the
new ordinance, early application of the
revised standard is also not permitted.
For example, for those companies with a
December year-end, the revised standard
will first apply to the financial statements
for the year ending 31 December 2015.

Learning events
To facilitate members’ understanding on the
SME-FRF and SME-FRS (Revised), the Institute’s Technical Learning and Support Team
will organize seminars on the subject.
Visit the Institute’s SME-FRF and SMEFRS webpage for the standard and related
resources at www.hkicpa.org.hk.

This article is contributed by the Institute’s Standard Setting
Department.
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TechWatch
The latest standards and
technical developments

Members’ handbook
Handbook update no. 138 - 140
(i) Update no. 138 contains the issuance of
HKFRS 14 Regulatory Deferral Accounts.
HKFRS 14 permits first-time adopters to
continue to recognize amounts related to
rate regulation in accordance with their
previous generally accepted accounting
principles requirements when they adopt
HKFRS. However, to enhance comparability
with entities that already apply HKFRS
and do not recognize such amounts, the
standard requires that the effect of rate
regulation must be presented separately
from other items. An entity that already
presents HKFRS financial statements is not
eligible to apply the standard.
(ii) Update no. 139 contains consequential
amendments to HKFRS, which were
previously set out in the appendix to the
standards, as they were not yet effective.
The Institute has taken this opportunity to
incorporate the amendments applicable
on 1 January 2013 in the relevant affected
HKFRS for greater clarity.

updated. References to the Model
Memorandum and Articles of Association
have also been changed to Articles of
Association as the memorandum has
been abolished under the new ordinance.
The Model Memorandum and Articles
of Association for corporate practices have
been revised to become the Model Articles
of Association for corporate practices.
These contain the mandatory articles
required under the new ordinance and
adopt the relevant model articles in the
Companies (Model Articles) Notices of
the new ordinance. The Model Articles of
Association are applicable to corporate
practices incorporated on or after 3 March.

Financial reporting

Invitations to comment on
consultation papers
(i) IASB Request for Information PostImplementation Review: IFRS 3 Business
Combinations
The International Accounting Standards
Board is seeking feedback on whether
IFRS 3 provides information that is useful
to users of financial statements, whether
(iii)Update no. 140 contains revised Statement
there are areas of the standard that
1.102 Corporate Practices (Registration)
represent implementation challenges and
Rules 2014 and Statement 1.102 (sch.)
whether unexpected costs have arisen
Schedule to the CPR Rules “Corporate
when preparing, auditing or enforcing the
Practices (Model Articles of Association)”
requirements of the standard. Comments
March 2014.
are requested by 30 April.
The new Companies Ordinance
took effect on 3 March. As a result,
consequential amendments have been
made to the CPR Rules and its schedule,
the Model Memorandum and Articles
of Association, to conform to the new
ordinance since corporate practices are
limited companies.
In the CPR Rules, chapter and section
references to the ordinance have been
52
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Registry, the Institute proposes to issue
Accounting Bulletin 5 to provide guidance
on the preparation of a business review
under the new ordinance.
The proposed bulletin sets out the key
elements for the contents of a business
review, including details on particular
matters that should be disclosed to the
extent necessary to meet the minimum
requirements for the business review. It
is also accompanied by implementation
guidance, which contains application
examples.
The application of the guidance in the
proposed bulletin may vary considerably
depending on whether the company is
large or small and whether it is complex or
relatively simple. However, in all cases, the
directors should ensure that they comply
with the minimum requirements of the
new ordinance. Comments are requested
by 22 April.

Institute comments on IASB exposure draft
The Institute sent a comment letter to the
IASB on its exposure draft of Equity Method
in Separate Financial Statements (Proposed
amendments to IAS 27 Separate Financial
Statements).
The Institute did not object to the
proposed amendments to IAS 27 to allow
the use of the equity method to account
for investments in subsidiaries, joint
ventures and associates in an entity’s
separate financial statements. However, the
Institute did not agree with the proposed
(ii) Exposure draft of Accounting Bulletin 5
Guidance for the preparation of a business consequential amendments to IAS 28
Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures,
review under the Hong Kong Companies
as the Institute did not believe that the
Ordinance
principles applied to loss of control over a
Under the new Companies Ordinance,
subsidiary in IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial
companies are required by section
Statements should be applied in separate
388 to prepare a business review,
financial statements. In addition, the Institute
which complies with Schedule 5 unless
noted that the equity method of accounting
exempted.
is the subject of an IASB research project and
At the invitation of the Companies
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Corporate finance
SFC proposes to strengthen regulation of
alternative liquidity pools
The Securities and Futures Commission
has launched a consultation on the future
regulation of alternative liquidity pools, which
are also known as alternative trading systems
and “dark pools,” with comments requested
by 25 April.
The SFC proposes to enhance and
standardize the regulatory obligations
imposed on Hong Kong licensed corporations
that operate alternative liquidity pools, by
including within the Code of Conduct for
Persons Licensed by or Registered with the
SFC, comprehensive requirements governing
their operation. As a result of strengthening
the regulation, the SFC will cease its current
practice of imposing conditions on the
licences of alternative liquidity pool operators
on a case-by-case basis.
If you wish to submit views on this
consultation via the Institute, please write to
commentletters@hkicpa.org.hk by 11 April.

recommended that any amendments to IFRS
in relation to the application of the equity
method be considered as part of this project.

Professional accountants
in business

and amortization; underlying profit; and
free cash flow.
The deadline for comments to IFAC is
26 May. If you wish to submit views via the
Institute, please write to commentletters@
hkicpa.org.hk by 25 April.

IFAC proposes guidance on supplementary
financial measures
The Professional Accountants in Business
Committee of International Federation
of Accountants has issued proposed
International Good Practice Guidance,
Developing and Reporting Supplementary
Financial Measures, for public comment. This
guidance seeks to establish a benchmark
for the use of supplementary financial
measures, in order to improve understanding
of an organization’s performance among
management, investors, and other
stakeholders.
The guidance is meant for all organizations that want to use supplementary
financial measures, regardless of size or
structure, private or public. Many such
measures are widely used in both internal
and external reporting, for example, earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation

CIMA and AICPA launch new global
accounting principles
The Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants and the American Institute
of CPAs have proposed a comprehensive
framework, “Global Management Accounting
Principles: Driving better business through
improved performance,” to bring consistency
to management accounting practices around
the world.
The draft principles outline the values
and qualities that represent best practice
management accounting on a global scale.
They include guidance on preparing relevant
information, modelling value creation,
communicating with impact and establishing
the professional values of management
accountants.
If you wish to submit views via the
Institute, please write to commentletters@
hkicpa.org.hk by 25 April.

Legislation and
other initiatives
Companies Registry issues new
external circulars
The Companies Registry has issued the
following two external circulars to prepare for
the commencement of the new ordinance:
• No. 10/2014: Offence Relating to Contents of
Auditor’s Report.
• No. 11/2014: Companies (Directors’ Report)
Regulation (Cap. 622D) Disclosure of
Information in Directors’ Report – equitylinked agreements and reasons for
resignation or refusal to stand for reelection of a director.

Please refer to the full version of TechWatch 137,
available as a PDF on the Institute’s website:
www.hkicpa.org.hk
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People on the move

The latest professional appointments from around the region
BDO

Chan Leung-lee

Simon Riley

Director, Head of Professional
Services
Riley has more than 25 years of
experience in technical accounting, quality and standard-setting with large international accounting firms and standard setters in a number of countries. Most recently he
was director of standard setting at the Hong
Kong Institute of CPAs.

Portia Tang

Director, Client Services
Tang has more than 15 years of
experience in professional and
management consultancy firms
in Hong Kong and Australia, specializing in audit, transaction services, project management
and business development. She has extensive
experience in servicing a wide range of clients,
covering private and public listed companies
as well as multinational corporations in a variety of industries including trading, manufacturing, retail, service and financial institutions.

Heidi Chan

Principal, Client Accounting
Services
Chan has about 15 years of experience in accounting. Her clients
include multinational corporations in property
investment, financial services, general trading
and technology. She is also familiar with the
financial reporting requirements of multinationals and the preparation of specific financial
reports and packages.

Kenny Wong

Principal, Specialist Advisory
Partner, Corporate Advisory
Services
Wong specializes in corporate
Lee has more than 17 years of
insolvency and personal bankexperience in corporate insolruptcy. He has extensive expevency, receiverships, schemes of arrangement, rience in cross border assignments, receiverrestructuring assignments, personal bank- ships, bankruptcy and forensic accounting
ruptcy, matrimonial proceedings and litigation investigations.
support. He has previously been in charge of
various liquidation and receivership appointColin Chau
ments, including leasehold properties, manuPartner, Head of Technical
facturing and construction businesses.
Department
Chau has extensive experience
in accounting, auditing, techniEY
cal support and regulatory issues. He previously worked with Hong Kong Exchanges and
Judy Vas
Clearing and prior to that held senior positions
Regulatory Leader
Vas has extensive experience in at the Institute and PricewaterhouseCoopers.
regulatory affairs and compliance. Prior to her appointment, Savills Valuation and
she was head of regulatory affairs and before Professional Services
that, head of compliance for Asia at Goldman
Sachs in Hong Kong. She also previously held
Wiley Pun
a senior role with the Securities and Futures
Associate Director, Business and
Commission.
Financial Instrument Valuation
Pun has extensive experience
in valuing businesses for indusRSM
tries ranging from real estate, microfinance,
retail and information technology to shipping,
Bertha Liu
Partner, Audit and Assurance manufacturing, agriculture and consumer
Liu has more than 15 years of products. He has also advised in transaction
audit and assurance experi- and restructuring valuation in Hong Kong,
ence. She also has extensive ex- China, the United Kingdom and Vietnam.
perience in initial public offerings and mergers
and acquisitions of listed and multinational
companies operating in a variety of industries,
including retailing, construction and engineering, coal mining, real estate, operation and
maintenance of toll roads and bridges, vessels
chartering, hotel, catering and entertainment,
advertising, information technology and telecommunications.

Email your announcements to Ginnie Pang
at ginnie.pang@mandl.asia
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Events

Your guide to courses, workshops and member activities
Accounting and
financial reporting
Think Compliance will look at how
to handle an enquiry from the Compliance
Department and help participants understand
how a complaint affects them. Attendees will
also be able to participate in a Q&A session
with Compliance Department members.
CPD hours: 1.5
Language: English
Date: 9 April
Time: 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Corporate finance
Analysing financial
statements for accountants
will focus on the interpretation of
financial ratios. Topics include evaluating
financial risk, identifying the financial
characteristics of various industries and
assessing financial risk of a company using
ratio analysis.
CPD hours: 3.5
Language: English
Date: 26 April
Time: 9:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Valuation series will cover practical
issues and underlying principles relating
to valuation, and how different valuation
techniques can be applied to commonlyfound illiquid assets.
CPD hours: 3 (each session)
Language: English
Dates: 29 and 30 April, 8 and 9 May
Time: 6:30 – 9:30 p.m.

Corporate governance
Seminars on company directors
will evaluate the regulation of independent
directors using recent empirical evidence
that their effectiveness is mixed at best and
developments in the duty of care for corporate
directors.
CPD hours: 2 (each session)
Language: English
Date: 10 April
Times: 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.,
1:30 – 3:30 p.m.

Financial reporting
Financial reporting for mergers
and acquisitions will examine HKFRSs
on business combinations and consolidation
and new standards for consolidation and for
joint arrangements and associates.
CPD hours: 3
Language: English
Date: 25 April
Time: 6:30 – 9:30 p.m.

Management, leadership
and soft skills
Managing younger generation
in your team aims to help participants
understand the differences in working
styles between different age cohorts, how to
motivate younger employees as well as best
use their strengths and advantages.
CPD hours: 3
Language: English
Date: 23 April
Time: 6:30 – 9:30 p.m.

Risk management
Computer ethics: risk and antirisk mechanism will talk about the
potential dangers of abusing the computer,
introduce computer ethics and explain how it

can help. It will also discuss real abuse cases
and their effects on business and finance
functions.
CPD hours: 3
Language: English
Date: 16 April
Time: 6:30 – 9:30 p.m.

Taxation
Foreign exchange remittance
out of the PRC will provide an update
on recent developments in tax and regulatory
requirements with respect to non-trade
remittances out of the Mainland and discuss
the possible ways in tackling the challenges of
implementing a foreign exchange remittance
arrangement.
CPD hours: 2
Language: English
Date: 24 April
Time: 6:30 – 8:30 p.m.
FATCA - the final countdown will
cover the United States’ Foreign Account
Tax Compliance Act regulations and
intergovernmental agreements. Speakers will
also examine the impact of FATCA in selected
industries including financial institutions and
brokerage.
CPD hours: 1.5
Language: English
Date: 16 April
Time: 6:30 – 8:00 p.m.
Visit the Institute’s website for other programmes and
to enrol and pay online: www.hkicpa.org.hk
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Business travel

Wonderful Washington
Travelzoo CFO and Institute member Honnus Cheung savours the surprising
architectural and arboreal charms of the American capital

T

hough a planned city and the headquarters of a vast bureaucracy,
Washington has evolved over the
past 220 years into a vibrant metropolis. More than five million people live in
the metropolitan area, but the city has managed to retain its broad avenues, pleasant
parkland and extensive public waterfront.
Washington is in the District of Columbia,
a self-governing area of about 177 square kilometres – slightly larger than Lantau – created
in 1791 from land given by the adjacent state
of Maryland. (A parcel donated from Virginia
was returned in 1846.)
While many of the city’s highlights are
within D.C., Washington’s suburbs extend into
those states. Washington is a largely walkable
city and more distant locations can be reached
by the easy-to-use Metrorail, the country’s
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second-busiest urban transit system. There
are 86 stations on five colour-coded lines covering most of the metropolitan area.
The district is divided into four quadrants:
Northwest, Northeast, Southeast and the
smaller Southwest. The axes bounding the
quadrants radiate from the United States Capitol, where Congress sits.
Most attractions are in the inner Northwest
and Southwest quadrants. The Northeast and
outer Northwest are mostly residential while
the Southeast neighbourhoods beyond the
Anacostia River are underprivileged.
The city of Washington – created largely
by surveyor Andrew Ellicott based on plans by
French civil engineer Pierre L’Enfant – is built
on a grid system. East-west streets are given
letters and north-south streets are numbered.
Diagonal streets and avenues are named,

often after U.S. states.
From a visitor’s perspective, the “centre”
of the city is the area of the Northwest quadrant around the National Mall, a greensward
bounded by the Lincoln Memorial to the west
and the Supreme Court in the east, H Street to
the north and the Southwest Waterfront to the
south.
This area includes many of the museums
that make up the Smithsonian Institution,
several memorials and many other landmarks, such as the White House, official
home of President Barack Obama and his
predecesors. Within the Mall are the Reflecting Pool, Constitution Gardens Pond,
the U.S. Botanic Garden and other points of
interest.
North of the Lincoln Memorial is the
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing

Previous page: A view of Pennsylvania Avenue in
central Washington, D.C, showing the U.S. Capitol
(centre) and government buildings. This page (from
top): Georgetown viewed from the Potomac River;
Daniel Chester French's monumental sculpture in the
Lincoln Memorial; Cherry blossoms bloom in front
of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial; a half-smoke
slathered in sauce from Ben's Chili Bowl.

Arts. Performances during April include Marius Petipa’s Don Quixote by the American Ballet
Theatre and Felix Mendelssohn’s Symphony
No. 4 in A Major (the Italian Symphony) by the
National Symphony Orchestra.
Further north is the Georgetown neighbourhood, best known for its busy nightlife,
but also boasting quieter cultural attractions
such as the Old Stone House and a picturesque
stretch of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal,
which runs around 296 km along the north
bank of the Potomac River, starting in Georgetown and ending in Cumberland, Maryland.
There, the U.S. National Park Service offers
canal boat rides.
Washington’s diverse cultural mosaic is
reflected in its broad culinary traditions in
Northwest neighbourhoods such as AdamsMorgan, Columbia Heights and Dupont Circle.
A local speciality is a “half-smoke,” a steamed
sausage served with onions and chilli sauce,
while world-class Bolivian and Ethiopian restaurants abound.
Beyond the Southwest Waterfront, home
to the Maine Avenue Fish Market and many
restaurants and bars that line the Washington Channel, is West Potomac Park, featuring
memorials to Thomas Jefferson and Martin
Luther King, and East Potomac Park.
Thousands of cherry trees – mostly descendants of trees sent to Washington as a gift from
Japan in 1912 – are planted around the Tidal
Basin in West Potomac Park and at Hains Point
in East Potomac Park. A third stand on the
grounds of the Washington Monument (closed
for repairs since an earthquake in August
2011) includes two original trees.
The National Cherry Blossom Festival, the
largest cherry blossom display outside Japan,
will be in full bloom until mid-April. “Peak
viewing is expected to be 8-12 April,” Bob Vogel, Superintendent of the National Mall at the
U.S. National Park Service, tells A Plus. The
festival parade, one of the city’s biggest annual
public events, will be held on 12 April.
While most visitors find enough do in the
city, attractions outside the metro region include Chesapeake Bay and the Eastern Shore
resort towns such as St. Michael’s. American
Civil War battlefield sites such as Antietam in
Maryland, Fredericksburg and Leesburg in
Virginia and Harpers Ferry in West Virginia
are also within easy reach.

Where to eat
• Ben’s Chili Bowl Local institution
since 1958. 1213 U Street NW (near U
Street Metro Station). 202-667-0909.
• Kantutas Classic Bolivian fare.
2462 Ennalls Avenue, Silver Spring,
Maryland (Wheaton). 301-929-2865.
• Meskerem Award-winning Ethiopian
food. 2434 18th Street NW (Dupont
Circle). 202-462-4100.
• Old Ebbitt Grill Where the powerbrokers dine. 675 15th Street NW
(Federal Triangle). 202-347-4800.
• Ray’s Hell Burger III Among Barack
Obama’s favourite bistros. 1725 Wilson
Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia (Court
House). 703-974-7171.
Where to stay
• Capitol Hill Hotel Rare gem in historic
Southeast district. 200 C Street SE
(Capitol South). 202-543-6000.
• Fairmont Washington, D.C.,
Georgetown Stylish digs in fashionable
West End. 2401 M Street NW (Foggy
Bottom-GWU). 202-429-2400.
• Hay-Adams Hotel Elegant downtown
luxury. 800 16th Street NW (Farragut
West). 202-638-6600.
• Mandarin Oriental Refinement, Hong
Kong-style. 1330 Maryland Avenue SW
(Smithsonian). 202-554-8588.
• The Ritz-Carlton Georgetown Lavish
luxury in lively locale. 3100 South
Street NW (Foggy Bottom-GWU).
202-912-4100.
What to see
• Georgetown Eat, drink and shop in
trendy historic district. 1000 Potomac
Street, NW (Rosslyn). 202-298-9222.
• Lincoln Memorial Sculptural landmark
on the Mall. 2 Lincoln Memorial Circle
NW (Smithsonian). 202-426-6841.
• Potomac River The Potomac Riverboat
Co. offers monument and harbour tours.
205 The Strand, Alexandria, Virginia
(Braddock Road). 703-684-0580.
• Smithsonian Institution Responsible
for 18 museums and the National Zoo.
1000 Jefferson Drive SW (Smithsonian).
202-633-1000.
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After hours
First blush of spring
Warmer weather means it’s
time to open a rosé, says
George W. Russell

N

ot long ago, rosé used to be
packed away at the back of the
wine store with the aperitifs and
other harder-to-sell miscellaneous bottles.
Now rosé, also referred to as rosado in Spain
and Portugal, rosato in Italy or, occasionally
as blush in the United States and Australia, is
a hot seller – even in Hong Kong.
From fine vintage champagne to easydrinking vinho verde, pink-hued wines are
all the rage, especially for summer drinking.
Nowadays, a rosé is a wine for all seasons,
drunk year-round and paired with almost
every type of food.
There are several ways to make rosé:
the easiest, and least rewarding, method is
to blend red and white wine. More complicated processes include maceration, which
involves contact with dark grape skins, usually for 24 hours or less; saignée, or bleeding
juice from the must to make the colour more
concentrated; and decolourization using a
reagent such as charcoal.
Saignée is the typical method used for
good champagne, made from Pinot Noir and
Pinot Meunier, which have red skins but a pale
juice the same colour as that of Chardonnay.
According to data from the Comité Interprofessionnel du vin de Champagne, pink champagne accounts for 8.5 percent of global sales,
up from less than 5 percent a decade ago.
To be sure, many pink champagnes taste
little different to their “white” counterparts,
but one that does is the Veuve Clicquot-Ponsardin Champagne Brut Rosé Vintage 2004
(HK$768, Rare and Fine Wines, Sheung
Wan). This blend of 67 percent Pinot Noir,
26 percent Chardonnay and 7 percent Pinot
Meunier has a delicate touch, with berry aromas and intense red fruit palate with earthy
undertones.
The Côtes de Provence region in the south
of France is another big producer of rosé
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Rosé, the summer wine, is known to pair well with a variety of food.

wine. Most Provençal rosés tend to be light
and dry, such as Chateau Roubine Rosé Cru
Classé Côtes de Provence 2013 (HK$138,
Watson’s Wine Cellar, Central). Made from
Cinsault, Grenache and Cabernet Sauvignon, it makes a fine aperitif as well as an
accompaniment for white meat or offal such
as liver and sausage dishes.
There are also many worthwhile nonFrench Pinot Noir-type rosé wines. Neudorf
Pinot Rosé 2012 (HK$148, Wine Direct,
Cheung Sha Wan), for example, is from Nelson, in the north of New Zealand’s South
Island. It is full-bodied, fragrant and dry
with hints of rosehips and cranberry.
Rosado wines from Spain can be excellent, such as the J. Chivite Coleccion 125
Rosado 2007 (HK$398, Watson’s). It is a
vibrant pink wine made in Navarra from
Tempranillo and Grenache using the saignée
method. It has a fresh berry aroma, rich fruit
palate offset with spices.
From another Spanish-speaking region
is the Kaiken Rose of Malbec 2012 (HK$98,
Watson’s). Its intense cherry colour is typical of rosé wines from the Mendoza region
of Argentina. Another fruity-nosed wine, it
can be served with a variety of food or simply
quaffed poolside.
California rosés often tend to be full-bodied and fruity. The deep-hued Kapcsándy
Family Winery State Lane Vineyard Rosé
2006 (HK$250, Solera, Sheung Wan), made
in the Napa Valley from Cabernet Sauvignon,

Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot, is
more like a dry red.
For a cheap and cheerful bottle for
that early barbecue, there is no going past
Aveleda Casal Garcia Vinho Verde Rosé
(HK$58, Ivy’s, Yung Shue Wan). This popular wine from Portugal bursts forth with
berries and hints of watermelon and is as dry
and refreshing as its white counterpart, and
just as food-friendly.
Good rosés are coming out of growing
areas less well known in Hong Kong, such
as in Australia. For example, the Crawford
River Rosé 2008 is from the Henty region
of southwest Victoria. It is pale like French
rosé, but has berry beginnings than end
clean and dry. It’s a nice one to quaff now.
Even Britain is getting on the rosé act.
The Chapel Down English Rose 2010
(HK$160, Altaya Wines, Causeway Bay) is
a deep pink and packed with rich berry flavour. It is made in Kent by a vineyard best
known for having its wines served at the
2011 wedding of the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge.
For a more expensive rosé from an even
more exotic locale, Château Musar Gaston
Hochar Rosé 2006 (HK$400, UC Wine, Ap
Lei Chau) is made in Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley
from 100 percent Cinsault. This rich and fragrant wine is an uncommon example from a
vintage interrupted by artillery shells landing in the vineyard during a 34-day confrontation with Israel.

Sweet Basel
Sam Cheeseman looks at two
iconic collections at the biggest
watch show of the year

S

pring means showtime for the global
ing movement that features
The annual calendar is based
watch industry. One of the high- on another Rolex patent, the Saros
technology to resist magnetic
lights is when horological enthu- system, which can account for the
fields exceeding 15,000 gauss,
siasts and industry insiders descend upon changing number of days in the
protecting the mechanics of
Basel, Switzerland, to witness the timepiece months. It can differentiate between
the piece. The winding mechaunveilings, emerging trends and technologi- 30-day and 31-day months by itself and
nism features an innovative silicon
cal breakthroughs of the year.
balance spring, with two barrels
only requires a single adjustment for the
A strange cocktail of glitz, glamour and month of February.
mounted to wind in two different
engineering – BaselWorld is the biggest date
directions, said to efficiently
Both the calendar and time zone
Omega
on the watchmaking calendar.
reduce the overall winding time
settings are easily changed: simply
Seamaster 300
More than 1,460 exhibitors hailing from rotate the bezel to one of three posiof the watch. It’s also certified by
40 countries – famous maisons and indepen- tions to select the function, then change the the COSC, has a 60-hour power reserve and is
dent watchmakers alike – are showcasing setting by rotating the winding crown for- water-resistant to 300 metres.
their latest pieces to an expected 100,000 vis- wards or backwards.
The Seamaster continues to look impresitors at the show, which opened on 27 March.
The Sky-Dweller features a monobloc oys- sive on the outside, with a polished black
This year, a few watchmakers have ter case that is water-resistant to 100 metres ceramic unidirectional rotating bezel surdecided to roll back the years and reveal new, and has a screwed-down caseback fitted with rounding a stylish orange and black dial. The
upgraded watches for their iconic or vintage the patented Twinlock resistance system, arrow hour and pointed minute hands echo
lines such as the Rolex Oyster Sky-Dweller, designed to ensure the water-tightness of the collection’s heritage, while the addition of
a watch that was first introduced at Basel- the case.
the dot at 12 o’clock, which, when dark, emits
World 2012 with an impressive 14 patents to
This admired timepiece is a reasonably a green light thanks to its Super-LumiNova
its name.
sized 42mm in diameter and is held by a coating, is an interesting innovation.
Rolex’s Oyster line has long been
At the rear of the watch is a transparent
leather bracelet with Rolex’s patented
its showcase for new technology,
Easylink extension system, allow- sapphire crystal caseback that allows the
and this latest upgrade is no difing the wearer to increase the Co-Axial movement to be seen at work. That
ferent. The in-house Calibre
length of the bracelet by up to is certain to be a big draw to horological
9001 movement, certified by
5mm. The new Sky-Dweller enthusiasts.
the Contrôle Officiel Suisse
In the world of vintage timepieces, the
models include options
des Chronomètres (the official
of yellow and white gold 1957 version of the Seamaster still garners
Swiss testing institute), is Rolex’s
as well as Rolex’s signature serious attention, and fans of the old watch
first to feature dual time zones and
will no doubt prefer the classic stainless
Everose gold.
an annual calendar to follow the
Also making its first appear- steel finish, but there are two-tone and gold
passage of months.
ance at BaselWorld is Omega’s options available.
For the dual time zones, the SkyThese new upgrades symbolize a conSeamaster 300, another update to an
Dweller demonstrates local times
iconic collection that was first intro- tinuing trend for watchmakers – adding new
via the conventional centre hands for
duced as early as 1957. This version has technologies into lines that have already genRolex
hours, minutes and seconds, and allows
undergone an overhaul, keeping its erated considerable followings.
Oyster
travellers to read the second time zone Sky-Dweller original style but getting a boost in the
While younger watchmakers use their
via a rotating off-centre disc. A red triangle way of advanced technology and watchmak- space at BaselWorld to admirably demonpoints to the reference time, and the display ing innovations.
strate their more creative and original pieces,
utilizes a 24-hour clock to clearly show the difInside the Seamaster is the brand new grands maisons stick to their heritage and
ference between night and day.
Omega Master Co-Axial calibre, a self-wind- continue to deliver classics.
April 2014
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Living a life
of no regrets
We are the rulers of our own
consciences, for better or
worse, notes Nury Vittachi

E

very one of us has regrets about life
choices we have made in the past,
such as becoming a king. One just
has to accept what happened and move on,
psychologists say.
Maybe so, but it can be tough, as shown by
the cry from the heart of a supreme monarch
who has ruled his kingdom for 20 years: “I
miss being an accountant.”
Ajibade Bakare-Agoro, the oba, or king,
of Imota in Lagos state, Nigeria, ascended to
the throne of his region in 1993. But he badly
misses his old job handling numbers as an
accountant. “I miss not being able to audit account books of companies and firms,” Ajibade
recently told The Sun newspaper in Nigeria.
“I can’t evaluate transactions again. I can’t
look at vouchers again. I can’t prepare reports
again for shareholders and directors.”
One of the reasons he loved accounting was the travel. “There is hardly any part
of Nigeria I have not been to in the course
of auditing and preparing account books.
I’ve worked as an accountant and auditor in
many parts of the country. But now, I can’t do
such again,” he lamented.
He even misses sorting through the piles
of receipts, known as vouchers in Nigeria. “It
is only once in a while when I go to my office
in Lagos that I see vouchers,” he sighed.
The story was forwarded to me by a shy
reader who said: “Nigeria is set to overtake
China as the world’s second most populous
country (India will be in first place) before
the end of the century. The king’s descen-
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dants will be making decisions that affect
the world. So it’s good that he is a man with
unusually good taste, eschewing celebrity for
his classy former job.”
Agreed. The monarch’s affection for his
old profession — he maintains his fellowship
of the Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Nigeria — cheered me up since I’d just
received an email link to a report that cast
accounting in a very negative light. There’s
a glut of accountants in Australia, according to reports from that country. Muttering
unemployed CPAs are apparently massing
on business district pavements, obstructing
pedestrians and lowering the tone of neighbourhoods.
Australia’s employment minister wants
accounting to be urgently removed from the
Skilled Occupation List for accepting immigrants, The Sydney Morning Herald reported.
Welder, plumber, motorcycle mechanic and
housepainter are all currently classified as
“skilled jobs,” while accounting is likely to
be banished to the sad limbo of unwanted
trades, such as dishwasher and toilet cleaner.
In his present mood, King Ajibade might add
“monarch” to that list.
I was thinking of sending the African ruler
a box of old lunch receipts I have so he can do
some nostalgic adding up, but don’t wish to
be disrespectful. I’m thinking dinner receipts
might be classier.
An interviewer once asked me: What is
your biggest regret? I told him that I had quite
a few, such as “not being Johnny Depp,” “fail-

“The monarch’s
affection for his old
profession cheered
me up.”
ing to create a working time machine,” “not
being whoever is currently dating Taylor
Swift” and “30 to 50 percent of the things I
say every week.”
These days, if I am feeling low-spirited,
I look up tattoo pictures on the Internet and
count how many people have invested money
and pain in having “no ragrets” or “no regerts” or “no regets” tattooed permanently
on their bodies. Never fails to cheer me up.
If that doesn’t help, I suggest that the king,
who is deeply religious, should get some wisdom from the Bible: “Regrets. I’ve had a few.
But then again, too few to mention.” No, wait,
that’s a song lyric. You can tell because it
sounds OK but doesn’t really mean anything.
Anyway, for what it’s worth, this is the
overriding principle by which this columnist
operates: Live your life with no regrets about
anything, except the astonishing number of
stupid things you’ve said and done.

Nury Vittachi is a bestselling author, columnist, lecturer and
TV host. He wrote three storybooks for the Institute, May
Moon and the Secrets of the CPAs, May Moon Rescues the
World Economy and May Moon’s Book of Choices.

